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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Executive summary 
 
The Equality Bill aims to both simplify and strengthen equality legislation. Central to 
the aims of the Bill is to ensure men and women receive ‘equal pay for equal work’. 
One of the prerequisite requirements for a move towards equal pay is seen to be 
increasing the transparency of pay data through encouraging organisations to report 
publicly on whether they have a gender pay gap and if so how large the gap is. The 
Bill proposes that this will be a legislative requirement on public sector organisations 
employing more than 150 employees, with the expectation that private and voluntary 
sector organisations will follow suit and voluntarily report their data as well. However 
if take-up is not sufficient, Clause 78 of the Bill is an enabling clause allowing 
government to require this of these private and voluntary sector organisations 
employing more than 250 employees as well. 
 
The Equality and Human Rights Commission (the Commission) has been asked  
by the government to report annually on the progress made towards gender pay 
transparency and to advise the government on what the trigger might be to activate 
Clause 78. This research was carried out to determine what employers in the private 
and voluntary sectors are currently doing to measure and report on gender pay gaps, 
that is, before any voluntary measures are developed, and to explore the reasons for 
measuring and reporting (or for not doing so) among these employers. These figures 
will act as a baseline for future studies. Furthermore the research sought to ascertain 
what could be done to encourage these employers to measure and report on their 
gender pay gap. 
 
The population that the activation of this Clause could affect is the 7,000 or so 
employers with more than 250 staff in Great Britain. Just over half of these 
organisations employ between 250 and 499 staff while the remainder are evenly split 
between those organisations with 500-999 staff and those with more than 1,000 staff.  
 
Workforce composition and culture 
Half of organisations in the survey stated that reducing the pay gap between women 
and men was either a very or fairly high priority for them. 
 
Government encouragement to report on gender pay gap data on the back of the 
Equality Bill will take place against a backdrop of relative silence on the subject of 
pay. Currently only four per cent of employers formally make employees aware of 
how much colleagues in the same role are paid. A further third (35 per cent) make 
employees aware of what pay band they are in, but 49 per cent give no information  
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at all to staff and almost a fifth (18 per cent) discourage or even forbid staff from 
discussing pay with colleagues.  
 
In two-fifths of organisations (39 per cent), a designated individual has been 
appointed with responsibility for ‘ensuring equal pay between men and women’.  
Just over a third of employers (35 per cent) provide training for their employees in 
avoiding sex bias when setting rates of pay.  
 
Analysis of gender pay gap data 
Two-fifths of organisations (43 per cent) had conducted or were conducting some  
sort of analysis of pay gaps. When organisations planning future analysis are added, 
the figure rose to 57 per cent. 
 
Charities and voluntary organisations were more active in their efforts to reduce  
the gender pay gap and more open to measuring and reporting than the profit-
seeking organisations. 
 
Employers who had the information that they would need to report on a pay gap ‘to 
hand’ were in the minority. Around half had carried out some form of job evaluation. 
Just under a quarter (23 per cent) had completed a formal review to examine the gap 
between men’s and women’s pay and a further seven per cent were in the process of 
completing their first review at the time of interview. In addition, a further 15 per cent 
said they had plans to conduct their first review at some point in the future. Hence 
over half (56 per cent) of non-public employers with in excess of 250 staff had no 
involvement or planned involvement in formal pay reviews, showing there continues 
to be a task to perform in encouraging the measurement of the pay gap, let alone its 
external reporting. 
 
In addition to involvement with formal reviews of women’s and men’s pay, some 
employers stated that they carried out informal analysis of employee records to 
investigate their gender pay gap but just over two-fifths had not carried out either 
formal or informal analysis and had no plans to do so in future. 
 
The key barrier to measurement of the gender pay gap is that employers do not  
feel it is necessary within their organisation. The vast majority of those who had no 
engagement with formal pay reviews (85 per cent) stated that they had no plans to 
conduct a review because they considered that they already provided equal pay.  
In some cases, organisations felt that they could be confident in the fact that they 
provided equal pay because they had an analytical job evaluation system in place  
but these were in the minority (29 per cent). Non-attitudinal barriers were mentioned 
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by much smaller numbers as barriers to conducting a formal review; 13 per cent 
mentioned a lack of resources and the same proportion mentioned a lack of time  
to carry out a review.  
 
Reflecting this perceived lack of need for formal pay gap measurement, most 
employers with no current or planned analysis of their pay gap felt that they would 
only be encouraged to measure the gap by ‘push’ factors, such as employees 
complaining or taking action against them or if legislation required it. The proportions 
reporting that they would be influenced by a business case for measurement or a 
desire to be a good practice employer were much lower. Hence the indications are 
that it will be hard work to persuade those employers not currently measuring their 
pay gap to do so voluntarily.  
 
Reporting of gender pay gap data 
Very few of those organisations which have conducted a formal gender pay review 
have chosen to report the findings of these reviews either internally or externally. At 
an overall level, just 3.7 per cent of employers report their gender pay gap internally 
to their own staff, and 1.3 per cent report externally, most commonly on websites or 
in annual reports. That said, all who had reported, whether internally or externally 
found it a positive experience, with no employers suffering any negative impacts. The 
main benefits employers described were that it created a greater sense of openness 
with staff (and through this increasing trust and loyalty) and brought the issue to the 
attention of senior management.  
 
When asked for their reactions to the idea of reporting data on their gender pay gap, 
half of those employers (47 per cent) not currently reporting data stated that they 
would be open to the idea of reporting internally while only 30 per cent stated that 
they would be open to the idea of reporting externally. In terms of reporting externally, 
those who were not open to the idea were evenly split between those who felt 
indifferent and those who were actively opposed to the idea of reporting their data. 
 
When asked what made them feel open towards the idea of reporting their gender 
pay data, the most common reason given was that employers believed they did not 
have a pay gap, so had nothing to hide. With a large proportion of these employers 
not actually having conducted a formal review of men’s and women’s pay, this does 
indicate that their openness would be conditional on their finding that there was no 
gap between men’s and women’s pay within their organisation.  
 
As with measuring the gender pay gap, employers reported that the circumstance 
most likely to encourage them to start reporting their pay gap externally would be an 
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employee taking action against them or making a complaint. However, around half 
agreed that they would be encouraged to take action if their competitors were doing 
the same, indicating that the fear of being the first to present such data does act as a 
barrier to a certain extent. 
  
Conclusions and implications 
The key barrier to encouraging more employers to measure their gender pay  
gap is attitudinal. The vast majority of those who have no engagement with  
formal measuring and reporting processes feel that they already provide equal pay 
and would not benefit from investigating the issue further. If employers are informed 
that processes leading to unequal pay can be introduced inadvertently, then their 
views may begin to change. However, encouraging employers to consider this will  
be a challenge.  
 
Since this attitude is so widespread, the vast majority of employers can only envisage 
that they would decide to measure and report on their gender pay gap if they were 
obliged to do so either because of action from employees or if it were a legislative 
requirement. This suggests that in addition to making the case to employers, 
employee-focused campaigns aimed at raising awareness of the potential for 
challenging unequal pay and the routes for doing so may also have a role to play.  
  
Only a minority (30 per cent) of those not currently reporting data stated that they 
would be open to the idea of doing so. Hence, it seems likely that any government 
suggestion that employers should report pay gap data externally is likely to be met 
with some resistance and there will be a challenge to win over hearts and minds. 
Among those not open to reporting data, the most commonly cited barrier was a 
company policy not to disclose salary levels. Negative attitudes towards external 
reporting might be countered to some extent by clear communication on the extent of 
pay reporting that is suggested and reassurances that organisations are not required 
to disclose individual salary information and that they can offer explanations of how 
gender pay gaps have come into being if appropriate.  
  
On balance, the evidence suggests that it will be hard to persuade employers of the 
value of the exercise to them as a business. However, there is some evidence that 
peer pressure could play a role in encouraging employers to report pay gap data. 
There may be a role for supporting some trailblazer organisations to report their data 
early in the hope that others will follow suit. At the moment levels of external reporting 
are so low that it seems likely that many organisations will not be aware of any others 
that report their pay gap data. Encouraging employers to look at the pay gap data of 
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their competitors may also have value in persuading some of those who believe that 
they already provide equal pay that they may have issues to investigate. 
 
The majority of employers considered that they would also require guidance on how 
to report gender pay gap data clearly. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1. Introduction 
 
1.1 Background  
In April 2009 the Government Equalities Office (GEO) published the Equality Bill, a 
Bill aiming to both simplify and strengthen equality legislation. One of the central 
tenets of the Equality Bill is transparency, that is, the extent to which organisations 
publish information on the diversity of their workforce and on whether or not there is a 
gender pay gap within it. It is very difficult for employers to measure inequality (and 
hence to decide on a strategy to tackle it) if it is hidden; conversely, transparency 
paves the way for reducing gender pay inequalities. 
 
The Bill proposes to require public sector organisations with 150 or more employees 
to publish such information, and the intention is to encourage private and voluntary 
organisations with more than 250 employees to follow suit. Clause 78 of the Bill is  
an enabling clause which, if activated, would mean private and voluntary sector 
organisations with 250 or more employees would also be required to publish 
information on their gender pay gap. The clause might be activated if insufficient 
numbers of organisations voluntarily publish their data.  
 
The Equality and Human Rights Commission (the Commission) has been asked  
by the government to report annually on the progress made towards gender pay 
transparency, and to advise the government on what the trigger might be to  
activate Clause 75. In order to inform them in doing so, the Commission asked  
IFF Research to: 
 
• Establish baseline information on the number of non-public sector employers 

who are taking steps to measure and report on the gender pay gaps in their 
organisations, to serve as a basis for comparison over the next three years. 
 

• Investigate how steps taken by non-public sector employers to measure and 
report on gender pay gaps differ by country (England, Scotland and Wales), 
sector and size of organisation. 

 
• Explore reasons for measuring or reporting, or not doing so, among these 

organisations. 
 
• Ascertain what can be done to encourage non-public sector employers to 

measure and report on their gender pay gap. 
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1.2 Methodology 
A telephone survey was completed with 900 private and voluntary sector employers 
using CATI (Computer Aided Telephone Interviewing) technology. Interviews were  
on average 22 minutes in length, and interviewing took place between 3 September 
and 1 October 2009. The respondents to the survey were human resources (HR) 
directors or other senior managers who were in a position to talk about their 
organisation’s HR strategy. 
 
Sampling was undertaken at the enterprise level (rather than at the level of individual 
sites or divisions within organisations) since it is at this level that HR strategy is most 
commonly directed. Quotas were set to try to ensure a sufficient number of interviews 
were achieved in each broad sector, country and size band to allow for sub-group 
analysis, and then data were weighted to give findings that are representative of all 
private and voluntary sector employers with 250 or more employees in Great Britain. 
 
1.3  Profile of survey population 
The population of private and voluntary sector organisations in Great Britain with 250 
or more employees is relatively small: there are only around 7,000 or so of them 
(Department for Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform (BERR), 2007). The 
survey sample of 900 participating organisations therefore represents a relatively 
high proportion of them.  
 
The population of private sector organisations is more or less evenly distributed 
across three broad sectors: (1) manufacturing and construction, (2) distribution, 
hotels and restaurants, and (3) banking, finance and insurance sectors. A smaller 
number can be classified as operating within ‘other private services’ (Table 1.1). 
Hence the sample was drawn from these four sectors. The voluntary organisation 
sector breakdown is not given by the BERR statistics. However, the survey data 
indicate an approximately even split between banking, finance and insurance  
(in the form of charitable trusts) and other private services. 
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Table 1.1 Private and voluntary sector organisations in Great Britain by sector 
and size 

 
 Number of employees 
  250-499   500+ Total 
Manufacturing and construction 1,030 912 1,942 

Distribution, hotels and restaurants 835 938 1,773 

Banking, finance and insurance 745 756 1,501 

Other private services 315 274 589 

Total 2,925 2,880 5,805 
Charity/Voluntary organisations 520 550 1,070 

Grand total 3,445 3,430 6,875 
Source: BERR, 2007. 

 
 

Most employers in Great Britain with 250 or more employers have their headquarters 
in England (90 per cent), with 7 per cent in Scotland and 3 per cent in Wales.  
 
Although there are relatively few organisations in Great Britain with 250 or more 
employees, they collectively account for a very large proportion of the workforce: 
around 10.3 million of Britain’s 25.7 million employees work in these large private and 
voluntary sector organisations (BERR, 2007). As such they have a key role to play in 
advancing the equal pay agenda in Great Britain. 
 
Tables 1.2 to 1.5 show the breakdown of the numbers of interviews achieved by size, 
sector and country. Data were weighted and grossed up to be equivalent to the 
numbers shown in Table 1.1. 
 
Table 1.2 Sample achieved in Great Britain 
 
 Number of employees 
   250-499  500+   Total 
Manufacturing and construction 131 159 290 

Distribution, hotels and restaurants 70 127 197 

Banking, finance and insurance 39 77 116 

Other private services 124 173 297 

Total 364 536 900 
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Table 1.3 Sample achieved in England 
 
 Number of employees 
   250-499   500+   Total 
Manufacturing and construction 105 135 240 

Distribution, hotels and restaurants 58 111 169 

Banking, finance and insurance 35 61 96 

Other private services 104 154 258 

Total 302 461 763 
 
 
Table 1.4 Sample achieved in Scotland 
 
 Number of employees 
    250-499    500+   Total 
Manufacturing and construction 15 19 34 

Distribution, hotels and restaurants 10 9 19 

Banking, finance and insurance 4 13 17 

Other private services 16 14 30 

Total 45 55 100 
 
 
Table 1.5 Sample achieved in Wales 
 

 Number of employees 

    250-499   500+   Total 

Manufacturing and construction 11 5 16 

Distribution, hotels and restaurants 2 7 9 

Banking, finance and insurance - 3 3 

Other private services 4 5 9 

Total 17 20 37 
 
 
Most employers in the survey (84 per cent) are private sector organisations seeking  
a profit; the remaining 16 per cent are charities or voluntary sector organisations.  
 
As the number of private and voluntary sector organisations in Wales with 250  
or more staff is quite small (190 in total from which 37 interviews were achieved),  
it is difficult to draw reliable comparisons with the rest of Great Britain. 
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1.4   Reporting conventions 
Unless explicitly noted, all findings presented in this report are based on weighted 
data. Unweighted bases (the number of responses from which the findings are 
derived) are displayed where appropriate as an indication of the robustness  
of results. 
 
The following conventions are observed throughout this report: 
 
All references to ‘all employers’ refer only to the employer population sampled for the 
survey (that is, organisations based in England, Scotland or Wales with 250 or more 
employees, across the private and voluntary sectors). 
 
All references to ‘country’, unless otherwise stated, refer to the country in which the 
organisation’s head office is based. 
 
All references to ‘size’ refer to the number of employees an organisation has across 
all of its sites in Great Britain, rather than any other measure of organisation size 
(annual turnover, number of sites, etc).  
 
All references to statistical significance within this report are at the 95 per cent 
confidence level. That is to say, there is a 95 per cent probability that the difference 
reported is real and not the result of sampling error. 
 
Within data tables shown in the report, the symbol “*” indicates a finding of under 0.5 
per cent and the symbol “-” indicates a finding of exactly 0 per cent. Unless otherwise 
stated, percentages in data tables are column percentages, indicating the proportion 
of the column total, rather than the proportion of the total in the row. 
 
1.5 Report structure 
Chapter 2 of the report profiles the survey organisations and their business culture;  
it adds context to the findings and looks at the incidence of situations which might 
introduce bias into the system or make it difficult to calculate equal pay for equal 
work. Chapter 3 looks at the actions currently being undertaken by employers to 
measure the pay gap, differentiating between formal pay reviews of men’s and 
women’s pay and informal gender pay gap analysis. Chapter 4 examines what 
gender pay data are already being reported by employers and the motivations behind 
reporting or not reporting the data both internally and externally. Chapter 5 presents 
the conclusions and the implications of the research findings. 
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2.  Employer contexts and cultures 
 
One of the objectives of the equal pay provisions of the Equality Bill is to facilitate 
greater equality in pay between men and women by encouraging more employers to 
analyse and report data on the gender pay gap.  
 
This chapter explores the extent to which organisations have a culture and context 
which supports gender pay gap reporting and also the means to analyse pay gap 
data. More specifically, it considers: 
 
• the challenges that non-public sector employers are currently facing, and the 

extent to which they already feel burdened by legislation; 
 

• the complexity of the working arrangements and patterns employed to manage 
the workforce; 

 
• the state and structure of the HR function within the organisation; 
 
• the extent to which equal pay and the avoidance of sex bias are built into 

workforce development and training, and the culture around publicising 
employee pay; and 

 
• the extent to which payroll and human resources systems are structured and 

aligned in a way which allows for analysis of gender pay gaps. 
 

In exploring these questions, the chapter sets a context as to how fertile the ground is 
for encouraging greater proportions of employers to analyse and report pay gap data. 
 
2.1 Perceived future challenges 
All employers were asked whether they expected to face each of a number of 
challenges over the next 12 months and which of these was likely to present the 
largest challenge. 
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Figure 2.1 Challenges perceived in the next 12 months 
 

5%

5%

7%

10%

12%

13%

38%

No challenges

Trouble getting bank loans

Increasing customer bad debts

Redundancies

Reduced funding

Finding skilled staff

Increased regulation

Lack of orders/spending

Main reason All mentions

Base: All organisations (unweighted 900; weighted 6,875)

54%

55%

42%

37%

51%

32%

9%

 
 
 
As one would expect, the economic environment represents the main challenge to 
these large employers. The single greatest challenge that they anticipate having  
to meet in the next 12 months is a lack of orders or customers spending less 
(anticipated by 54 per cent of employers, with 38 per cent focusing on this as their 
biggest challenge). Half of employers (51 per cent) foresee the prospect of having  
to make redundancies or otherwise reduce their headcount, with two in five (37 per 
cent) concerned about reduced funding and one in 10 (nine per cent) anticipating 
difficulty getting bank loans. 
 
The challenge of increased regulation is anticipated by just over half of all employers, 
and for one in eight (13 per cent) it was the main challenge. In this context, the 
prospect of further Equal Pay legislation is likely to be of concern to these employers 
in particular. 
 
From a different angle, difficulties finding skilled staff are anticipated as a challenge 
by two in five employers (42 per cent) and for one in eight this is the main challenge 
they anticipate. For these employers, demonstrating a transparent equal pay  
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esources (HR) in these employers is important as it 
o  and how seriously equality issues 

f HR 

  

 manage all of their HR function centrally, whereas 
ix per cent say everything is determined at site level. Of those who have some 

y definition, the population of large employers each has a large workforce to 
 patterns. Figure 2.2 shows  

s. 

2.2 State and structure of the HR function 
The culture of human r
dem nstrates how central HR is to the business
are taken. Of the non-public sector employers in Great Britain, most heads o
either report directly to the board (59 per cent) or actually sit on the board (28 per 
cent). The head of HR is more likely to sit on the board in organisations with 1,000
or more employees (45 per cent). 
 
Half of the employers (50 per cent)
s
central functions and some functions at site level, it is recruitment (83 per cent)  
and appraisals (84 per cent) that are most likely to occur at site level. Two-fifths  
(43 per cent) state that pay reviews are determined at site level. 
 
2.3 Working arrangements and working patterns 
B
manage, and this workforce adopts a range of working
the proportion of employers who have at least some staff working these pattern
 
Figure 2.2 Number of employers whose staff work different patterns 
 

22%

26%

30%

43%

58%

67%

67%

81%

95%

Annualised hours

Compressed hours

Hours unevenly distributed

Jobshare

Flexible hours

Unpaid overtime

Rotating shifts

Set shifts

Regular daytime hours

Base: All organisations (unweighted 900; weighted 6,875)
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Employers with a higher proportion of women in their staff are far more likely to have 
staff working irregular hours. On average, 43 per cent of the population’s workforce 
are women. Among employers for whom women make up over 50 per cent of their 
staff, a larger than average proportion offer flexitime (66 per cent), job share (52 per 
cent), compressed hours (36 per cent), annualised hours (26 per cent) or hours 
unevenly distributed in some other way (50 per cent). 
 
Of the 20 per cent of the workforce who work part-time in the sampled organisations, 
70 per cent are women and 30 per cent are men. In comparison, in the workforce as 
a whole in the UK in August to October 2009, 79 per cent of part-time employees 
were female and 21 per cent were male. 
 
2.4 Prioritising tackling the gender pay gap 
To understand how fertile the ground is for increasing the proportion of organisations 
analysing and reporting gender pay gaps, it is valuable to know their current attitudes 
towards pay gaps and how important the issue is to them as a business. 
 
All organisations were asked how much of a business priority reducing the gap 
etween men’s and women’s pay was. They were asked to state whether it was a 
ery high priority, fairly high priority, fairly low priority, very low priority or not a priority 

r 

 
re the most likely to state that 

 
ated that they had their first 

rmal review planned (69 per cent) felt that reducing their pay gap had a low priority 
ble 2.1). With a low priority attached 

t reducing 
e pay gap was either a very or fairly high priority within their organisation.  

b
v
at all. Half of all organisations stated that it was either a very or fairly high priority  
(50 per cent). However, a quarter stated that it was a low priority and a further quarte
stated that reducing their gender pay gap did not figure in their list of priorities at all.  
 
Perhaps unsurprisingly, those employers who had their first formal review of their
gender pay gap in progress at the time of interview we
the issue had a very high or fairly high priority within their organisation (67 per cent 
compared with an average of 50 per cent). Organisations that had completed a 
review were less likely to see it as a high priority indicating perhaps that some of 
these organisations felt that their review had addressed any issues regarding their
pay gap. Over two-thirds of those employers who st
fo
in their organisation or was not a priority at all (Ta
to the issue, it seems likely that some of these planned reviews will take some time  
to come to fruition. However, just over half of the organisations which had not 
conducted a review and did not have one planned (55 per cent) stated tha
th
 
Organisations with no engagement with formal pay reviews of men’s and women’s 
pay to date and which considered the issue to have low/no priority within their 
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organisation accounted for a total of 22 per cent of all private and voluntary sector 
organisations with 250 or more staff. 
 

10 

al Table 2.1 Level of priority attached to reducing the gender pay gap by form
review status 

 

 % 
 GB total Completed In process Plans to conduct None 
Very high priority 20 16 18 6 26 

Fairly high priority 30 31 49 21 29 

Fairly low priority 16 16 21 36 10 

Very low priority 6 7 5 7 5 

Not a priority at all 24 27 8 25 24 

Don’t know 4 2 - 3 6 

Base: All  organisations 900 211 57 121 504 

Source: Gender Pay Gap Reporting Baseline 2009. 

 
 
Two-fifths (39 per cent) of organisations had a designated individual with 
responsibility for ensuring equal pay. Those who did were more likely to consider 
reducing the gender pay gap a very high priority (27 per cent compared with  
7 per cent of those without a designated individual in this role).  

There were also some variations by sector (Figure 2.3) with those in the ‘other 
 sector and those with charity or voluntary status attaching a higher 

riority to the issue.  

 

1
 

private services’
p
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Figure 2.3 Priority attached to reducing the gender pay gap by sector  
 

16% 14% 16% 20%
11% 17% 13%

6% 5% 5%
9%

7%

24% 27% 26%
20%

20%

24%

22%

30% 32% 26% 30% 33% 30% 27%

20% 18%
20% 17%

29%

18%
32%

Not a priority at all

Very high priority

Fairly high priority

Fairly low priority

Manufacturing 
&

Construction

Other
Private

Services

Distribution
Hotels

&
Restaurants

Banking,
Finance

&
Admin

All 
seeking
a profit se

GB

Very low priority

Charity / 
voluntary

ctor

Weighted base (900) (290) (197) (116) (297) (768)
805)

(132)
(1,070)Unweighted base (6,875) (1,952) (1,795) (1,885) (1,242) (5,

 
 
There were no significant differences by size, as shown in Table 2.2. 
  
 
Table 2.2 Level of priority attached to reducing the gender pay gap by size     
              
 % 
 GB total 250-499 500-999 1,000+ 
Very high priority 20 22 21 16 

Fairly high priority 30 29 26 37 

Fairly low priority 16 18 13 15 

Very low priority 6 4 9 7 

Not a priority at all 24 23 27 19 

Don’t know 4 4 5 6 

Base: All organisations 900 364 238 298 

Notes: Row percentages used. 

Source: Gender Pay Gap Reporting Baseline 2009. 
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2.5 Plans for reducing the gender pay gap 
Just under a quarter of all organisations (23 per cent) stated that they had a planned 
approach for reducing the gap between men’s and women’s pay with a further 17 per 
cent stating that they did not have a planned approach but were informally looking 
into developing a strategy. This leaves half of the organisations (49 per cent) which 
definitely did not have a planned approach and a further 10 per cent who were 
unsure whether or not they had a plan in place.  
 
As might be expected, those employers who stated that reducing the pay gap was a 
very or fairly high priority within their organisation were more likely to have a planned 
approach to reducing their pay gap than those where the issue was considered of 
low/no priority (38 per cent compared with eight per cent).  
 
Those who were undertaking their first formal review of women’s and men’s pay at 
the time of interview were the most likely to state that they were informally looking at 
developing a plan to reduce the gender pay gap (43 per cent compared with 17 per 
cent on average). However, those who had completed a formal gender pay review 
were no more likely than average to have a formal plan in place indicating that the 
reviewing process does not always result in the formulation of a plan to ensure equal 
pay. (Some of these reviews may well have found that the organisation offers equal 
ay and hence there is no pay gap to be reduced but in others it is possible that an 

able 2.3 Existence of plans to tackle the gender pay gap by formal  

% 

p
active or passive decision has been taken not to address a gap.)  
 
T

review status 
 
 

 GB total Completed In Pl
conduct None process ans to 

Have planned approach  12 26 23 23 24  

Do not have plann
but are informally 

ed approach  
looking into 

 2 4 28 10 developing one 17 0 3 

No planned approach  52 51 49 50 26  

Don’t know 10 9 12 7 6 

Base: All organisations 900 12 508 213 57 2 

Source: Gender Pay Gap Reporting Baseline 2009.

 
 
Those organisations with a designated individual responsible for ensuring equal pay 
(which to some extent might be considered to be a step towards tackling a pay gap) 
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 approach for reducing their pay gap 

 in 
 have a plan in place or at least to 

e looking to develop one than profit-seeking organisations (51 per cent compared 

ap by sector,  
profit-seeking status and size 

were more likely to state that they had a planned
(31 per cent compared with 19 per cent of those without a designated individual  
in this role).  
 
There were no notable differences in the likelihood to have a planned approach for 
reducing the pay gap by size or business sector of organisation. However, those
the charity or voluntary sector were more likely to
b
with 39 per cent). Table 2.4 shows the breakdown by sector, profit-seeking status  
and size.  
 
Table 2.4 Existence of plans to tackle the gender pay g

 
   % 
 

Base: 
 

Unwtd       Wtd 

Have a 
planned 

approach 

Do not have –
but informally
looking into 
developing 

No 
planned 

approach 
Don
kno

’t 
w

Sector       

Manufacturing and 
construction 

290 1,952 23 16 52 9 

Distribution, hotels and 
restaurants 

197 1,795 21 18 51 10 

Banking, fin nce and 
insurance 

116 1,885 21 19 47 a 13 

Other private 97 1,242 30 16 45 9  services 2

   
Profit-seeking status       

Seeking a profit 768 5,805 22 17 51 11 

Charity/voluntary 132 1,070 32 19 40 9 

   
Size       

250-499 364 3,445 24 15 54 8 

500-999 238 1,794 22 19 50 9 

1,000+ 298 1,636 24 20 39 17 

   
tal 900 6,875 23 17 49 10 To

Notes:  Row percentages used. 

Source: Gender Pay Gap Reporting Baseline 2009. 
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ths of those which had a plan (39 per cent) stated that it detailed the 

trategy for closing the gap between men’s and women’s pay at the level of individual 
t 

% 

Where organisations had planned approaches for reducing their gender pay gap, 
they were asked about the level of detail contained within these plans (Table 2.5).
Almost two-fif
s
job roles. However, it was much more common for plans simply to detail a strategy a
the overall level (60 per cent).  
 
Table 2.5 Detail of plans to reduce the gender pay gap 
 
 

 GB 
39 Detailed by job role 

Detailed at s 16 

etailed at departmental level 19 

Detailed at the overall level only 60 

Don’t know 12 

Base:   All organisations with a p ppro 7

ite level 

D

lanned a ach 21  

Source: Gender Pay Gap Reporting Baseline 2009.  
 
 
2.6 Openness abou
The researc

t pa
h found that very few employers encourage a general culture of 

lary a m on. Ju ur per c f all emp ers 
ake employees aware of how much colleagues in the same role are  

5 pe t) taff aware of the p and they  into,  
ut the remaining 51 per cent o not give staff any information and a fifth discourage 

forbid s ff (two per cent) from discussing pay with colleagues 

y 

openness around sa
formally m

nd re unerati st fo ent o loy

paid. A further third (3 r cen make s ay b  fall
b  d
(18 per cent) or even ta
(Figure 2.4). 
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Figure 2.4 Employer openness about pay 
 

15 

4%

35%

31%

18%

2%
8%

It differs between roles

Staff have it in their contract that they cannot 
discuss pay with colleagues

Staff are discouraged from talking about it but 
there is no information from the company on the 
matter

Staff are free to talk about it if they wish but 
is no information from the company on th

there 
e matter

Staff know the pay band in to which their ro
falls

le 

Don’t 
know:1%

Staff are made formally aware of how much their 
colleagues in the same role are paid

Base: All organisations 
(unweighted 900; 
weighted 6,875)  

mong the eight per cent of employers who state that the extent of openness differs 
more openness in terms of sharing colleagues’ pay 

mpared 

nt of those seeking a profit. This may reflect a greater degree of 
ccountability among charities which often rely on donations from the public or  

from funding bodies. 
 
Employers for whom women make up between 11 per cent and 50 per cent of their 
workforce were the most likely to discourage or forbid staff from talking about pay 
with 24 per cent compared with 20 per cent overall. Conversely, those in which over 
50 per cent are women were least likely to discourage or forbid it (13 per cent).  
 
2.7 Workforce development and training 
A sign of employers taking gender pay issues seriously is whether anybody has this 
issue as part of their defined job role. Thirty-nine per cent of employers do have a 
member of staff responsible for ‘ensuring equal pay between men and women’. This 

 
 
A
between job roles, there is far 
information with less senior employees, with 19 per cent formally doing so, co
with just one per cent who tell their managerial and senior employees.  
 
A culture of openness is more common in the charity and voluntary sector, with  
12 per cent formally telling employees what their colleagues are paid and 69 per cent 
telling staff which pay band different roles fall into, compared with three per cent  
and 28 per ce
a
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 voluntary sector, where 55 per cent of 
mployers have such a role defined, compared with just 36 per cent of those seeking 

a profit. It is also more likely to be the case in organisations where over 50 per cent 
of the workforce is women, with 50 per cent of these employers defining such a role. 
It is also more likely where the head of HR actually sits on the board (47 per cent). 
Table 2.6 shows the sector and size breakdowns. 
 
Table 2.6 Employers with a designated person responsible for equal pay 
 
 Base: % with a 

designated person 
 

is more likely to be the case in the charity and
e

 Unwtd    Wtd  

Sector      

Manufacturing and construction 290 1,952  43  

Distribution, hotels and restaurants 197 1,795  36  

Banking, finance and insurance 116 1,885  37  

Other private services 297 1,242  43  

      

Size      

250-499 364 3,445  41  

500-999 238 1,794  35  

1,000+ 298 1,636  41  

      

Total 900 6,875  39  
 
 
Just over a third of employers (35 per cent) provide training in avoiding sex bias 
when setting rates of pay. Table 2.7 shows that this was more likely to be the case 
among the largest of the employers (those with 1,000 or more employees); there 
was little difference by sector. Charities and voluntary organisations were no mo
likely than the average to provide such training. Those who had a member of staf
designated as respon

 
re 
f 

sible for ‘ensuring equal pay between men and women’ were 
more likely to provide such training (52 per cent). 
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Table 2.7 Employers providing training in avoiding sex bias in setting  
pay rates 

 
 Base:  % providing 

training  Unwtd Wtd  

Sector     

17 

Manufacturing and construction 290 1,952  35 

Distribution hotels and restaurants 197 1,795  35 , 

Banking, finance and insurance 116 1,885  35 

Other private services 1,242 297  32 

     

Size     

250-499 364 3,445 32  

500-999 238 1,794 33  

1,000+ 298 1,636 42  

     

Total 900 6,875  35 

Notes:  Row percentages used.     

Source: Gender Pay Gap Reporting Base 009. 

f those organisations that provide training in avoiding sex bias when setting rates of 
o-thirds (67 per cent) run this as -off or occasional training sessions, while 

6 per cent run a regular training programme. There is some overlap in these figures; 

.5 
ng 

 

line 2
 
 
O
pay, tw  one
3
this could indicate that some employers run a regular programme for some staff (for 
example, those involved in setting pay) and one-off training for other staff. Figure 2
shows what staff groups attend this training. One in 11 (nine per cent) provide traini
to all staff, most however focus on managers and those involved in recruiting and 
setting rates of pay. 
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 of pay 
 
Figure 2.5 Staff that attend training on avoiding sex bias in setting rates 

3%

2%

6%

9%

73%

75%

83%

9

Union reps

Staff in specific job role

All staff

Line managers

y

t

Senior managers

Base: Employers that provide training (unweighted 323; weighted 2,382)

0%

Other staff

Staff involved in setting pa

Staff involved in recruitmen

 

ally have all the information on gender and pay in one place, on 
n electronic system capable of running reports on aggregated data. This is more 
kely among these large employers than it would be among small organisations, 
owever it is by no means a given. Table 2.8 presents this by sector and size, 
howing that over half of organisations with 1,000 or more employees, compared with 
o-fifths of those with 250-499 or 500-999 employees, have combined systems. 

 
 
2.8 Structuring and alignment of payroll and HR systems 
The actual process of measuring and calculating gender pay differences can be 
made easier or can be made more complicated by the HR systems. Variables such 
as what information on the employee is kept, where it is kept, and the type of system 
used for this can all affect how simple the calculation is. To ease the process, 
employers would ide
a
li
h
s
tw
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Table 2.8 HR and payroll structure by sector and size 
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 Base: % 
 Unwtd   Wtd Separate Combined Don't know 
Sector      

Manufacturing and 
construction 

290 1,952 56 44 * 

Distribution, hotels and 
restaurants 

197 1,795 55 43 2 

Banking, finance and 
insurance 

116 1,885 56 42 2 

Other private services 297 1,242 53 45 2 

      

Size      

250-499 364 3,445 60 39 1 

500-999 238 1,794 56 43 1 

1,000+ 298 1,636 45 52 3 

      

Total 900 6,875 55 43 1 

Notes:  Row percentages used.     

Source: Gender Pay Gap Reporting Baseline 2009. 

nically, and 43 per 

 

, 

valuation to compare roles within the company. While 21 per cent had simply looked 
t job titles, 36 per cent had carried out a full analytical job evaluation (the remaining 
ur per cent of employers said they had used another method). This is encouraging 

s non-discriminatory analytical job evaluation is the most reliable and objective way 
 assess whether work being done by women is of equal value to work being done 
y men. Non-analytical job evaluation, which looks at whole jobs rather than at job 

 
 
Nearly all employers (99 per cent) keep their HR records electro
cent have HR and payroll combined on one system. Of the 55 per cent that keep 
them separately, most (61 per cent) say it would be fairly or very easy to combine the
two. This is important as to analyse pay gap data the records for salary and benefits 
and for gender would have to all be in one place to ease the process. That said
current salary was kept on 96 per cent of employers’ HR records so if that were the 
only variable under consideration there would not be a logistical problem tying the 
salary data to the gender data.  
 
2.9 Job evaluation activity 
Around three-fifths (61 per cent) of employers have already carried out a job 
e
a
fo
a
to
b
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 at job titles alone does 
ot provide a measure of equal work. 

able 2.9 show the breakdo iz sec  c re
ely to have carried o t an an ytical job evaluation. hose whose ain 

ution, hot d re nts were least likely to have done so. 

ation activity  and se r 

  % 

demands, provides only a rank order of jobs and so looking
n
 
T wn by s e and tor. Larger ompanies a  slightly 
more lik u al T  m
activity is in distrib
 

els an staura

Table 2.9 Job evalu
 

by size cto

 

 
            Ba
Unwtd   Wtd 

Yes – 
rev
job titles 

Yes – 
analyt job 

evaluation 

Yes- 
oth

method 

No - but 
intend to
in future No 

Don’t 
know 

se: iew of ical er  

Sector         

Manufact
constructi

uring and 
on 

290 1,952 3 5 9 33 3 21 7 

Distribution, hotels 
aurants 

197 1,795 2 3 10 42 6 
and rest

17 6 

Banking, finance 
surance 

116 1,885 4 8 25 4 
and in

27 42 

Other private 
services 

297 1,242 20 39 4 7 33 7 

         

Size         

250-499 364 3,445 20 32 5 11 33 5 

500-999 238 1,794 21 36 4 7 40 1 

1,000+ 298 1,636 25 44 3 6 27 7 

         

Total 900 6,875 21 36 4 9 33 5 

Notes:  Row percentages used.     

Source: Gender Pay Gap Reporting Baseline 2009. 
 
 
2.10 Overview 
Employers are facing a number of challenges to their businesses in these 
economically uncertain times, such as the potential of decreasing orders from 
customers, which may lead to gender pay gap analysis not being their highest 
priority. The challenge of increased legislation is anticipated by over half of the 
employers, with a fifth of these seeing it as their biggest challenge in the next  
12 months, suggesting further Equal Pay legislation may be of particular concern  
for these employers. 
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d 
 are anticipating there is an opportunity to 

emonstrate that having a transparent equal pay strategy can be a powerful 
 

n a purely practical level, non-public sector employers of this size are in general 
 holding salary and gender 

n the same system. However, only around half have carried out a job evaluation of 
ny kind and there ar  a num er who devolve responsibility fo ay to their different 
ites which could m

 
 still work to o in ngrain ng specific action on equal pay into he culture of 

is s st half of the employers do have a member of sta
 responsibility for ‘ensuring equal pay between men and women’, but this 

h n t ove hird provide training in avoidin x bia
y, which is an important part of the process as it gets staff who are 
ers t es and the potential for bias.  

anisat red that reducing the gap between men’s and 
 pay was either a very or fairly high priority for them. This was especially the 

ase among those curr ntly co ducting heir first formal review of men’s and 
n’s pay; however ted a review in the past st ted that

less of a pr  m, su sting that they consider they have dealt with 
 now. Two-thirds of those which planned to carry out a formal pa review

t it was of lo io gges  that thes anned re ws ma ke some 
me to come to fruition

ations said they had plans for reducing their pay gap 
 into developing a strategy. Those in 

e charity and voluntary sector were more likely to have a plan. Half of organisations 
ad no planned approach. Those which had completed a formal gender pay review 

ly than average to have a formal plan in place indicating that the 

y gap 

bout pay.  

Challenges, however, also throw up opportunities, and for the 42 per cent who regar
finding skilled staff as a challenge they
d
recruiting tool. This may persuade them to think about measuring and reporting on
their pay gap. 
 
O
well set up to be able to measure their pay gap, with most
o
a e b r p
s ake measurement more difficult. 

There is d  i i  t  
HR of these organ
with specific

ation . Almo ff 

leaves over half w
when setting pa

o do ot. Jus r a t g se s 

not in HR to und
 

tand he issu

Half of all org
women’s

ions conside

c e n  t
wome , those which had comple a  
this was iority for the gge
the issue y  
said tha w pr rity, su ting e pl vie y ta
ti . 
 
Just under a quarter of organis
and a further 17 per cent were informally looking
th
h
were no more like
review process does not always result in action.  
 
Increasing transparency by encouraging employers to report on their gender pa
should result in employees knowing whether they are getting equal pay or not. 
Currently not many employers are openly telling their employees what their 
colleagues earn, and around a fifth either forbid or actively discourage staff from 
talking to each other a
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a that 

en’s pay (that is, formal gender pay gap reviews) and more informal 
ender pay gap analysis. The chapter begins by examining the differences between 

 
 would like or need in order to 

e encouraged to conduct this analysis. The final section of the chapter looks at the 

 
full pay review of 

en’s and women’s pay, perhaps - although not necessarily - undertaken by a 

hand 

t be a difference.  

ried out a formal review to examine 
e gap between men’s and women’s pay under the definition used in this study 

view 
 made 

3.  Analysis of gender pay gap data 
 
This chapter looks at the extent to which organisations have analysed the dat
they hold on the pay of men and women, differentiating between formal reviews of 
women’s and m
g
the formal and informal approaches. It then presents data on the overall extent of 
gender pay gap analysis, that is both formal and informal. This is followed by a 
discussion of informal gender pay gap analysis and then of formal reviews of men’s 
and women’s pay. The next section looks at the barriers to conducting pay reviews of
this nature and the kind of support that organisations
b
importance attached to reducing the gap between the pay of men and women and 
the plans that organisations have in place to approach this. 
 
3.1 Formal and informal approaches to gender pay gap analysis 
Organisations were asked about both formal and informal analyses of the difference
between men’s and women’s pay. Formal analysis would be a 
m
specialist, using a set formula to compare the difference between men’s and 
women’s pay in equivalent job roles. The outcome would be a figure or set of figures 
showing the percentage or numeric difference. Informal analysis on the other 
might just comprise a member of the HR team having a quick look through the pay 
data, or setting up a spreadsheet to compare the two. This is typically less rigorous 
than a full formal review, and it may not result in an actual figure of the difference;  
it is most likely to be a topline check whether anything stands out in the pay data  
that suggests there migh
 
It should be noted that the definition of a full pay review used in this survey differs 
from that used in previous surveys of equal pay reviews (EPRs) carried out by IFF 
Research for the Equality and Human Rights Commission and before that for the 
Equal Opportunities Commission, most recently in 2008 (Adams et al., 2008). 
 
Most organisations which stated that they had car
th
would no doubt similarly have stated that they had carried out an EPR. However, it is 
possible that some would have considered that they had considered a formal re
of pay, but not an EPR, and vice versa. For that reason, no comparisons are
here with the results of the 2008 EPRs survey. 
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23 

s Table 3.1 shows, 43 per cent of organisations had conducted or were conducting 

y 

A
some sort of analysis of their gender pay gap. When organisations planning future 
analysis are added, the figure rises to 57 per cent. The table also shows that activit
was higher in the charity/voluntary sector (57 per cent) than in profit-seeking 
organisations. 
 
Table 3.1 Incidence of any type of gender pay gap analysis by private or 

voluntary sector 
 

               % 

 GB total Seeking  
a profit 

Charity/ 
voluntary sector 

Currently doing or have done gender 
pay gap analysis (formal or informal) 43 40 57 

Have plans to do gender pay gap 
9 analysis, never have previously 14 15 

Have never done and have no plans 
to do gender pay gap analysis 33 34 26 

Don’t know 10 10 7 

Base:   All organisations 900 768 132 

Source: Gender Pay Gap Reporting Baseline 2009. 
 
 
Table 3.2 shows that 52 per cent of organisations with over 1,000 staff reported  
some form of activity, compared with 41 per cent of those employing 500-999 staff 
and 40 per cent of those with 250-499 staff. 
 
able 3.2 Incidence of any type of gender pT

 
ay gap analysis by size 

  % 
 GB total 250-499 500-999 1,000+ 
Currently doing or have done gender 
pay gap analysis (formal or informal) 43 40 41 52 

Have plans to do gender pay gap 
analysis, never have previously 14 15 15 12 

Have never done and have no plans to 
do gender pay gap analysis 33 38 33 24 

Don’t know 10 8 11 13 

Base: All organisations  900 364 238 298 

Source: Gender Pay Gap Reporting Baseline 2009.
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y gap analysis activity is highest in banking, finance 

 % 

Table 3.3 shows that gender pa
and insurance (51 per cent) and lowest in distribution, hotels and restaurants  
(37 per cent).  
 
Table 3.3 Incidence of any type of gender pay gap analysis by sector 
 
 

GB Manufacturing Distribution, Banking, Othe

total and 
construction 

hotels and 
restaurants 

finance 
and 

e 

r private 
services  

insuranc
Currently doing or have 

one gender pay gap 
analysis (formal or 

43 38 51 6 
d

informal) 

37 4

Have plans to do gender 14 
pay gap analysis, never 
have previously 

14 12 20 10 

Have never done and 
have no plans to do 

33 

gender pay gap analysis 

38 39 22 34 

Don’t know 10 10 12 7 10  

Base:   All organisations 900 290 197 116 297 

Source: Gender Pay Gap Reporting Baseline 2009. 
 
 
Table 3.4 examines gender pay gap analysis by country.  
 
Table 3.4 Incidence of any type of gender pay gap analysis by country 

 % 

 
 

 GB tota England Scotland Wales l
Currently doing or have done gender  43 37 55 pay gap analysis (formal or informal) 43 

Have plans to do gender pay gap 
analysis, never have previously  14 14 15 6 

Have never done and have no plans  33 33 39 31 to do gender pay gap analysis 

Don’t know  10 10 9 8 

Base:   All organisations  900 763 100 37* 

Notes: * Low base size. Data to be treated autionwith c . 

Source: Gender Pay Gap Reporting Baseline 2009. 
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m than 
d and Scotland. However, it should be emphasised that due to the 

mall base size, the difference is not significant. Organisations in Scotland were less 
se in 

ngland, and were more likely to have no plans for doing so. 

Table 3.5 shows that gender pay t i a
ith a designated individu ponsib  equal cen ared

31 per cent of those without.  

e of any type of gender pay gap analysis by whether a 
ated individual is responsible for equal pay 

% 

Organisations in Wales appear more likely from the table to be in the process of 
completing or to have previously conducted gender pay gap analysis in any for
those in Englan
s
likely to be carrying out or have completed gender pay gap analysis than tho
E
 

 gap analysis ac
le for

ivity is much h
pay (62 per 

gher in org
t), comp

nisations 
 with w al res

 
Table 3.5 Incidenc

design
 
 

 Designated 
individual 

No designated 

e done nder pay gap 
l) 62 31 

individual 
Currently doing or hav
analysis (formal or informa

 ge

Have plans to do gender pay gap analysis
never have previously 18 

23 41 

on’t know 6 10 

ase:   All organisations 370 489 

, 
9 

Have never done and have no plans to do 
gender pay gap analysis 

D

B

Source: Gender Pay Gap Reporting Baseline 2009. 
 
 
3.3 
Organisations which st

Informal gender pay gap analysis 
ated that they recorded details such as gender, age, ethnicity, 

isability status, current salary and st i es’ in
th ey ever analysed this data in any way to 

s average pay.  

6 per cent) stated that they conducted an informal 
eight (12  cent) st  that th intended o so in 

f those organisations tha  no eng ment with a formal review of 
, 16 per cen d that they conducted a more informal 

o so in the future (Table 3.6).  

 

d  salary hi ory on the r employe dividual 
personnel records were asked whe er th
explore the gap between men’s and women’
 
Just over a third of organisations (3
analysis and a further one in  per ated ey to d
the future. O t had age
men’s and women’s pay t state
analysis and eight per cent stated that they planned t
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Table 3.6 Incidence of informal gender pay gap analysis by formal  
review activity 

 

 % 

 GB 
total Completed In 

proc
Plans to 

ess conduct None 

Conduct informal analysis 36 80 56 32 16 

Do not conduct informal analysis but 
plan to in future 12 3 35 30 8 

No plans to conduct informal analysis 46 14 6 32 68 

26 

Don’t know 6 3 3 5 8 

Do not colle t data to analyse 0 0 0 0 c 1 

Base:   All organisat 121 504 ions 900 211 57 

Source: Gender Pay Gap Reporting Baseline 2009. 
 
 

al analysis are more likely to be: 

esponsible fo equal pay (54 per cent); 

aff); 
banking, finance and insurance sector (40 per cent); and 

representative sits on the board (42 per cent). 

ay data were 
sked how frequently they conducted this analysis and which department was 

e run. 

 

50 or more staff) run analysis more than once a year. One in five organisations  

Those organisations conducting this inform
 
• those with a designated individual r r 
• in the charity or voluntary sector (46 per cent); 
• the largest (46 per cent of those with 1,000 or more st
• in the 
• those where a HR 
 

he organisations which said that they were already analysing their pT
a
responsible for ensuring that the reports ar
 
Most commonly gender pay gap analysis was run annually (58 per cent of those
conducting informal reviews stated that this was the case). A fifth of organisations 
running analysis (20 per cent - equating to seven per cent of all organisations with 
2
(19 per cent) are looking at this data less frequently than annually. The very large 
companies (with over 1,000 employees) ran their data with the lowest frequency:  
26 per cent ran the analysis less often than once a year, and significantly fewer  
ran data annually. Table 3.7 shows the breakdown. There were no significant 
differences by sector 
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% 

Table 3.7 Frequency of gender pay gap analysis by size and sector 

 

 Base:  
   Unwtd    Wtd 

Every 
month 

wo

Quarterly Twice 
per 
yea

y Less 
often 

Other Don’t 
know

or t  r 

Annuall

Sector          

Manufacturing and 
construction 

92 604 4 6 13 54 20 3 1 

Distribution, hotels  67 589 1 10 17 56 14 - 2 
and restaurants 

Banking, finance  52 755 2 3 7 64 23 - 2 
and insurance 

Other private services 109 481 1 8 13 55 18 4 2 

          

Size          

250-499 115 1,086 1 7 12 64 16 * 1 

500-999 83 607 3 7 8 61 19 1 1 

1,000+ 122 736 3 5 14 46 26 1 6 

          

Total 320 2,430 2 6 12 58 19 1 2 

Notes: Row percentages used.     

Source: Gender Pay Gap Reporting Baseline 2009. 
 
 
The responsibility for running this informal analysis almost always fell to HR 
departments. This was the case for 94 per cent of those organisations conducti
informal gender pay gap analysis. In small minorit

ng 
ies of organisations responsibility 

y with either the finance department (four per cent) or individual department heads 
ns 

 

la
(two per cent). Individual department heads responsible were all from organisatio
with 250-499 employees. There were no significant differences by sector or size.  
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data 
reports are run by size and sector 

  

Table 3.8 Department responsible for ensuring that gender pay gap 

 
 % 
 

Base:  
Unwtd       Wtd HR Finance

Individual 
d ent 

heads Other 
Don’t 
know 

epartm

Sector          

Manufacturing and 92 604 94 4 1 - - 
construction 

Distribution, hotels and 67 589 91 5 4 - - 
restaurants 

Banking, finance and 52 755 99 1 - - - 
insurance 

Other private services 109 481 92 5 1 2 1 

        

Size        

250-499 115 1,086 94 2 3 - - 

500-999 83 607 94 5 - - - 

1,000+ 122 736 95 4 - 1 - 

        

Total 320 2,430 94 4 2 * * 

Notes: Row percentages used.     

Source: Gender Pay Gap Reporting Baseline 2009. 

ss 
f conducting a review and whether they had plans to conduct a review in the future 
able 3.9). Just under a quarter of all organisations (23 per cent) had completed a 
rmal review and one in seven (12 per cent) were in the process of conducting one 
t the time of interview. A quarter of organisations had plans in place to conduct a 
rmal review in the future. 

 
 
3.4 Formal gender pay gap reviews 
 
Incidence of formal gender pay gap reviews 
All organisations were asked whether they had conducted a formal review to 
examine the gap between men’s and women’s pay, whether they were in the proce
o
(T
fo
a
fo
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% 

Table 3.9 Incidence of formal gender pay gap reviews 

 
 Yes No Don’t know 

ompleted a formal gender pa
review 23 63 14 C y 

In the process 2 82 6 

53 11 

 900 

1

Plans to conduct 28 

Base:  All organisations  

Notes: Row percentages used.     

Source: Gender Pay G
 

ap R rting line 9. 

ome organisations appea in more an on  category in Table 3.9 (for example, 
 who were conducting a review t the 

in the past). Fo  ne t of this chapter, results have been combined so 
nisations are all ted t y on tego of equal p  activity

t under half of th orga ions t had formal revi  of me
omen’s pay in progress (s ven per ent of  thei

view. As shown in le uar f all anisations had a formal gender 
 future; for just over half of these (15 per cent of all 

y while the remainder were planning 
 update a previous review. However, over half of organisations (56 per cent) had no 
ngagement with reviewing men’s and women’s pay.  

cidence of formal gender pay gap reviews by size 
ivity by size of organisation.  

e  

vement in review activity falls to 47 per cent of the very 
rgest organisations.  

 
 
 
 
 

epo  Base  200

 
S r  th e
those   a time of interview but had also completed 
a review r the xt par
that orga oca o onl e ca ry ay . This shows 
that jus ose nisat  tha  a ew n’s and 
w e  c  all organisations) were completing r 
first re  Tab 3.9, a q ter o org
pay gap review planned for the
organisations) this would be the first review of pa
to
e
 
In
Figure 3.1 shows the extent of formal review act
This shows that the likelihood of having completed a review increases with siz
of organisation (from 20 per cent of those with between 250 and 499 staff to  
29 per cent of those with in excess of 1,000 staff). The proportions which either  
had their first review in progress or had their first review planned for the future were 
broadly similar across all three size bands indicating that the gap in the number of 
completed reviews by size is likely to remain constant for the foreseeable future.  
The proportion with no invol
la
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 y size Figure 3.1 Incidence of formal gender pay gap reviews b
 

GB 50-499 9992 500- 1000+

 

23% 20% 22% 29%

7% 6% 7%
7%

15%
14% 14%

16%

56% 59% 57%
47%

None

Planned

In Progress

Complete

Weighted base

Unweighted
base

(900)

(5,510)

(364)

(2,925)
(238)

(1,236)

(298)

(1,349)

 

f reviewing activity are 
ighest in the banking, finance and insurance sector. These organisations are most 

w in progress and also to 
ce 

likely  
 

they are seeking to make a profit. 
rganisations in the charity or voluntary sector show higher levels of review activity 
an those in the commercial sector. Just under three in 10 charity or voluntary sector 
rganisations had completed a review (28 per cent) compared with a fifth of those 
eeking a profit (22 per cent).  

 
 
Incidence of formal gender pay gap reviews by sector 
Figure 3.2 shows the same analysis by sector. Levels o
h
likely to have completed a review, to have their first revie
have their first review planned. Just under half of banking, finance and insuran
sector organisations (45 per cent) have no engagement with review activity. 
Organisations in the distribution, hotels and restaurants sector were the least 
to have a formal review planned indicating that, even though levels of completed
reviews and first reviews in progress were currently in line with the rest of the 
economy, in the future levels of review activity will fall behind other sectors. 
 
As well as differences by the nature of their activity, there are also differences 
between organisations by whether or not 
O
th
o
s
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r  Figure 3.2 Incidence of formal gender pay gap reviews by secto
 

23% 20% 21% 26% 25% 22% 28%

7%
6% 6%

9% 6%
5%

14%15%
14% 9%

21%
15%

15%

15%

56% 60% 64%

45%
55% 58%

42%

None

Planned

In Progress

Complete

Manufacturing 
&

Construction

Distribution
Hotels

&
Restaurants

Banking,
Finance

&
Admin

Other
Private

Services

All 
seeking
a profit

Charity / 
voluntary

sector
GB

Weighted base
Unweighted base

(900)
(6,875)

(290)
(1,952)

(197)
(1,795)

(116)
(1,885)

(297)
(1,242)

(768)
(5,805)

(132)
(1,070)  

 
 
Incidence of formal gender pay gap reviews by country 

ations 

 
he 

views 
 

There was little difference in the level of formal review activity between organis
in England and those in Scotland. The number of private and voluntary sector 
organisations in Wales with 250 or more staff is quite small (190 in total from which
37 interviews were achieved) making it difficult to draw reliable comparisons with t
rest of Great Britain. However, findings indicate a higher level of completed re
among Welsh organisations (and a correspondingly lower proportion of organisations
with no engagement with pay review activity). 
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 % 

Table 3.10 Incidence of formal gender pay gap reviews by country
 

 GB total England Scotland *Wales 

Completed a formal gender pay review 23 22 25 31 

In the process of conducting a pay gap 
review (and do not have one completed) 

7 7 3 8 

Plans to conduct a pay gap review but do 
not currently have one in progress 

15 15 14 9 

No pay gap review activity 56 56 58 52 

Base:   All organisations 900 763 100 37 

Notes: * Base sizes for findings for Wales are small and results should be interpreted with 
caution. 

Source: Gender Pay Gap Reporting Baseline 2009. 
 
 
Incidence of formal gender pay gap reviews by workforce composition 
The likelihood of having completed a formal gender pay gap review, having one in 
progress or planning one for the future increases with the proportion of the workforce 
that are women. Of organisations where women account for fewer than 10 per cent 
f all employees, 73 per cent have no engagement with review activity compared with 
2 per cent of those where women account for between 11 and 25 per cent of staff 

 per cent or more of the 

  

nned. However in both groups, the 
roportion of organisations with completed reviews was not significantly different  
2 per cent, compared with 27 per cent). Table 3.11 shows this in full. 

o
6
and half of those organisations where women account for 26
workforce. In this top category, there were some distinctions in how far advanced 
review action was between those where women accounted for between 26 and
50 per cent of staff and those where women were in the majority. Of organisations 
where women were the majority, nine per cent had their first review in progress  
and 10 per cent had their first one planned. Where women accounted for between  
26 and 50 per cent of the workforce, only five per cent had their first review in 
progress and 22 per cent had their first one pla
p
(2
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n of the 
workforce that is female 

 % 

Table 3.11 Incidence of formal gender pay gap reviews by proportio

 

 GB total < 11   10%     -25% 26-49% 50%+
Completed a formal gender 
pay review 23 13 23 22 27 

In the process of conducting 
a pay gap review (and do not 
have one completed) 7 4 7 5 9 

Plans to conduct a pay gap 
review but do not currently 
have one in progress 15 10 8 22 10 

No pay gap review activity 56 6  73 2 51 53

Base:  All organisations 900 97 153 338 303 

Source: Gender Pay Gap Reporting Baseline 2009. 
 
 
Incidence of formal gender pay gap reviews by approach to HR 
In Chapter 2, organisations were categorised by their approach to HR into those 
which had a HR representative on the board, those which had a HR representative 
reporting directly to the board (although not sitting on it) and those not falling into 
either of these groups. There is some differentiation in the likelihood to have 
undertaken a formal review of the gap between men’s and women’s pay between 
these groups. Table 3.12 shows the breakdown. 
 
Table 3.12 Incidence of formal gender pay gap reviews by position of  

HR representative 
 
 % 

 GB total Sit on 
board

Report to 
board 

Neither 

Completed a formal gender pay 
review 23   31 22 10 

In the process of conducting a pay 
(and do not have one gap review 

completed) 7   6 7 4 

Plans to conduct a pay gap review 
ut do not currently have one in 
rogress 15   14 16 12 

b
p

No pay gap review activity 56   49 55 74 

Base:  All organisations 900   286 497 109 

Source: Gender Pay Gap Reporting Baseline 2009. 
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R represe e board to have completed a review (31 per 
ent compared with 22 per cent) although the proportions with 

a planned review are similar. The organisations where the HR representative neither 
its on the board nor reports directly to it d

e qua s (74 pe nt) had  engage t with rev  
a review. We cannot tell whether it is 

es this review, or vice versa.  

cted, an even sharper distinction is evident when 
 review tivity be en those rganisations with a 

ative (that is, idual who had as part of their 
y between men and women) and those without (Table 3.8). 

 emplo meone is role  per ce d either
ess compared with only 17 per cent 

f those without a representative. That said, it is perhaps surprising that as many as 

vity 
e 
r 

le.  

le for equal pay 

Those with a HR representative on the board are more likely than those where the
ntative reports directly to thH

c a review in progress or 

s  were much less likely to be engage  with 
review activity. Almost thre rter r ce  no men iew
activity and only 10 per cent had completed 
board level status which driv
 
As perhaps would be expe
comparisons are drawn in  ac twe  o
designated equal pay represent
job role ensuring equal pa

an indiv

Almost half of those who y so in th  (47 nt) ha  
completed a review or had their first one in progr
o
half of those with a designated representative had not conducted a review and had 
none planned. There is some evidence that the gap between levels of review acti
between those with and without an equal pay representative may start to close in th
future since a fifth (21 per cent) of those without a representative were planning thei
first review compared with six per cent of those who did employ someone in this ro
 
Table 3.13 Incidence of formal gender pay gap reviews by whether a 

designated individual is responsib
 

 % 

 GB total Designated 
individual 

No designated 
individual 

Completed a formal pay gap review 2 38 12 3 

In
re

 the process of conducting an pay 
view (and do not have one completed)

7gap  9 5 

Plans to conduct a review but do
currentl

 not 
y have one in progress 

15 6 21 

No pay gap review activity 56 47 61 

Base:  All organisations 900 371 494 

Source: Gender Pay Gap Reporting Baseline 2009.  
 
 
3.5 Barriers to conducting forma nder p ap reviews 

ich had not ertaken a formal review of men’s and
l ge ay g

Those organisations wh  und  
women’s pay and did not have one in progress or planned for the future were asked 
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 pay 
 and 

why they had no plans to examine the gap between men’s and women’s pay.  
The reasons given are shown in Figure 3.3 below. 
 
The most common reason given for not formally reviewing pay differences was 
simply that organisations believed that they already provided equal pay for men  
and women and hence did not need to conduct a formal review. This was mentioned
by 85 per cent of those who had not undertaken a review and did not have one in 
progress or planned.  
 
Just over a quarter (29 per cent) stated that they had not carried out a formal
review because they already had an analytical job evaluation system in place,
issues such as time and resources factored for a minority (13 per cent mentioned 
each of these). Only a very small proportion (two per cent) stated that they had not 
reviewed pay because of fears over the potential findings from the process.  
 
Figure 3.3 Reasons for not undertaking formal gender pay gap reviews 
 

85%

29%

Consider that already provide equal pay

Have analytical job evaluation system

13%Do not have time

13%

%

%

Do not have financial o  resources

Are implementing or plan to implement a
new pay or grading system

ther 

Don't know

th no current or planned formal pay review activity 
(unweighted 468; weighted 3,565)

11 

2%

5

3%

r other

Have concerns about what review would 
find

O

Base: All organisations wi

 

he very 

likely to state that they did not need to measure the gender pay gap because they 

 
 
The only notable difference in reasons given by size of organisation was that t
largest organisations (those with in excess of 1,000 staff) were considerably more 
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as  

 that 
e 

se size is small for this sector and hence results should be 
terpreted with caution. Job evaluation systems were least common in the 

e 

 to  
tate that the fact that they used an analytical job evaluation system (48 per cent 

Table 3.14 Reasons for not undertaking formal gender pay gap reviews by sector  
 

 % 

already used an analytical job evaluation system (42 per cent stated that this w
the case).  
 
Table 3.14 looks at the variation in reasons given by sector. This analysis shows
organisations in the banking, finance and insurance sector were less likely to stat
that they considered that they already provided equal pay and more likely to state 
that they had an analytical job evaluation system in place to ensure that this is the 
case. However, the ba
in
distribution, hotels and restaurants sector and these organisations (along with thos
in the ‘other financial services’ sector) were the most likely to state that financial 
resources posed a barrier to measuring and reporting on the gender pay gap.  
 
Organisations in the charity or voluntary sector were more likely than average
s
compared with 27 per cent of organisations seeking to make a profit). 
 

 GB 
total

Manufacturing/
construction

Distribution, 
hotels and 
restaurants 

Banking, 
finance and 
insurance 

Other 
private 

services
Consider that already provide 
equal pay 85 85 87 77 90 

Have an analytical job evaluation 
system 29 32 19 40 30 

Do not have time to do so 13 16 11 7 18 

Implementing or planning to 
implement a new pay or grading 
system 

11 9 12 8 15 

Do not have financial or other 
resources 13 10 16 11 18 

Concerns over what a review 
would find 2 3 1 - 1 

Other 5 3 2 15 2 

Don’t know 3 3 5 1 2 

Base:   All organisations with no 
current or planned 
activity to review pay gap 

468 158 113 41 56 1

No  tes: * Base size for findings for banking, finance and insurance are small and results should be
interpreted with caution. 

urce: Gender Pay Gap Reporting Baseline 2009. So
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ns with no involvement with formal reviews of men’s and women’s pay 
ere asked whether a series of possible interventions would prompt them to 

 
ld 

 

3.6 Factors that would encourage formal gender pay gap reviews 
Organisatio
w
undertake a review. They were asked to list all those that would encourage them to 
review pay and also to comment which would have the most impact in prompting 
them to examine the difference between men’s and women’s pay. Figure 3.4 shows
these data with the lighter bars showing the proportions stating that each factor wou
have a role in influencing them and the darker bars showing the proportion stating
that each factor was the most likely to prompt them to take action.  
 
Figure 3.4 Factors that would encourage formal gender pay gap reviews  
 

46%

18%

17%

33%

10%

12%

action
As a result of equal pay cases being raised in the 

organisation

If required to do so by legislation

7%

2%

2%

6%

8%

2%

1%

5%

If one or more employees made a complaint or took 

As a result of Government policy or publicity

A result of pay or salary review

If made good bu  s

If received a request from trade union

om emp bodies

olicy or publicity

As a result of a job ev uation

Other

y hav ual pay

Don't know

6%
2%

To be a good practive employer

4%ense

2%

2%

1%

23%

s a 

siness

As a result of leadership fr loyer 

As a result of EHRC p

al

Feel not relevant - alread e eq

Any influence

Main influencer

ith no c nt or pla d formal review vity (unwei d 508; 
ed 3,835)

Base: All organisations w
weight

urre nne  acti ghte

 

likely to acknowledge as motivators to 

pay case was raised at their organisation 
or if  so by legislation. ‘Pull’ factors such as seeing a good 

men arter of employers with no involvement with gender pay 

 
 
The factors that organisations were most 
analysing were ‘push’ factors with the mo
made a complaint or took action, if an equal 

 they were required to do

st commonly mentioned being if employees 

business case for conducting a review or to be a good practice employer were only 
tioned by very few. A qu
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e them 

need to 
ncourage them to measure the gap between men’s and women’s pay. Half of the 

y 
upport and a further quarter (23 per cent) were unable to think of any support that 

would be of benefit to them. Those that felt that additional support would encourage 
them to conduct a formal gender pay gap review were most likely to state that the 
help they required was additional internal resources (9 per cent). In addition to this,  
a wide range of support mechanisms was mentioned by small minorities including: a 
website with advice on how to measure the gap (four per cent), consultancy advice 
(five per cent), helpline advice (three per cent) and advice printed as hard copy 
written materials (three per cent). A full list of responses is shown in Table 3.15. 
These responses would seem to indicate that the barriers to conducting formal 
reviews of men’s and women’s pay are more about a lack of motivation rather  
than a need for external support.  
 
Table 3.15 Support that would encourage formal gender pay gap reviews 
 
 % 

gap analysis stated that none of the suggested motivators would influenc
because they are convinced that they already provide equal pay.  
 
There were no differences of note in stated motivators between organisations by  
size or sector. 
 
3.7 Support that would encourage formal gender pay gap reviews 
Organisations which had no involvement with formal reviews of men’s and women’s 
pay were asked, on an unprompted basis, what support they would 
e
sampled organisations (49 per cent) stated explicitly that they did not require an
s

 GB total 
Having extra internal resources 9 
Consultancy advice 5 
A website with advice on how to measure the gap 4 
Helpline advice 3 
Hard copy written materials 3 

 2 
ternal commitment 2 
inancial support/funding 1 

More time
In
F
Advice from a professional body 1 
Other 5 
Would not need any support 49 
Don’t know 23 
Base:  Organisations that have not conducted a review 508 
Source: Gender Pay Gap Reporting Baseline 2009.  
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 do so unaided) 
ere also asked which bodies they would contact if they needed support to help  

rganisations were most likely to make use of were the Chartered 
stitute of Personnel and Development (CIPD) and the Advisory, Conciliation and 

er cent of 

 most 
 

 
) 

ws 

’s 

 

Organisations which had no involvement with measuring and reporting on the  
gender pay gap (and which did not state that they would be able to
w
them measure the difference between men’s and women’s pay. The two sources  
of advice that o
In
Arbitration service (Acas). These were mentioned by 63 per cent and 60 p
organisations respectively. The fact that Acas was among the sources most likely to 
be mentioned perhaps reflects the fact that these organisations were also the
likely to envisage conducting a pay review in response to an employee complaint or
an equal pay case being raised in the organisation. Trade bodies, the Equality and
Human Rights Commission, the Department for Business, Innovation and Skills (BIS
and business associations were each mentioned by around a third of organisations 
and the Government Equalities Office (GEO) by around one in five. Table 3.16 sho
how this breaks down by size and sector; there are few differences by size but those 
in banking, finance and insurance are more likely to turn to the CIPD for support.  
 
Table 3.16  Sources of support to help measure the difference between men

and women’s pay by size and sector 
 

 % 

 

         Base:  
assoc./ 
Industry 

assoc.  
 Not 

needed 

Unwtd        Wtd body 

CIPD ACAS EHRC Trade BIS Bus. GEO

Se  or           ct
Manufacturing and 
construction 

200 1,342 58 59 36 47 27 30 24 15 

Distribution, hotels 
and

57 56 34 32 28 14 
 restaurants 

148 1,334 25 15 

Ba
and

71 62 39 28 36 33 19 8 nking, finance 
 insurance 

89 1,388 

Oth
ser

221 935 66 63 42 41 33 27 27 7 er private 
vices 

          
Siz          e 
250  60 56 37 40 32 30 20 12 -499 248 2,340
500 65 6 37 29 27 28 18 10 -999 177 1,350 
1,0 ,309 67 61 40 39 34 27 25 10 00+ 233 1  
          
Tot 37 31 29 21 11 al 658 4,999 63 60 38  
No  now or would do so in the future.  tes: Either sources of support that organisations go to
Source: Gender Pay Gap Reporting Baseline 2009.  
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all 

nt) 

 

 
re unlikely to be undertaken voluntarily by the majority of organisations.  

f those or  a formal review of their pay,  
6 per cent stated that they analysed the difference between men’s and women’s  

pay on a more informal basis and eight per cent stated that they planned to so in  
the future. 

3.8 Overview 
Just under a quarter of all non-public organisations with 250 or more staff have 
completed a formal review of men’s and women’s pay. A further seven per cent of 
organisations were completing their first review at the time of interview and 15 per 
cent had their first review planned. However, over half of organisations (56 per ce
had no engagement with reviewing pay on a formal basis.  
 
The most common reason given for not conducting formal gender pay gap reviews 
was simply that organisations believed that they already provided equal pay for men
and women and hence did not need to conduct a formal review. This perhaps makes 
a case for communication to challenge employers on this issue.  
 
For the most part, the factors that organisations envisaged could persuade them  
to conduct a formal pay review were ‘push’ factors such as if employees made a 
complaint or took action, if an equal pay case was raised at their organisation or if 
they were required to do so by legislation. This indicates that formal reviews of pay
a
 

ganisations that had no engagement withO
1
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of gender pay gap data 

ooks at incidence of  
oth, along with the motivations for each level of reporting and the experience of 

rnally are examined, 
long with the extent to which the employer would be prepared to do so. Finally, 

in 

 difference 
etween men’s and women’s pay were asked about their reporting of the findings 

r cent of organisations that had carried out a formal review of men’s  
and women’s pay stated that they reported its findings externally – this means that 
just 1.3 per cent of all organisations stated that they reported externally. Slightly  
more report internally - 3.7 per cent - equating to 16 per cent of all those who  
had carried out a formal review. With such low levels of reporting at present, a 
legislative requirement to report on the size of the pay gap between men and  
women for companies within excess of 250 staff would mean a change in practice  
for the vast majority. 
 
There was little difference in the incidence of internal reporting of gender pay gap 
data by size of organisation; slightly more (two per cent) of the larger employers  
(with 1,000 or more employees) were reporting externally.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4.  Reporting 
 
This chapter looks at the extent of reporting of gender pay gap data. It draws  
a distinction between the reporting of data ‘internally’ (that is, within their own 
organisation) and reporting ‘externally’ (so that people other than those within their 
own organisation can access the data freely). This chapter l
b
employers who have reported externally including whether they have seen any 
negative effects. 
 
Reasons for not reporting the data openly either externally or inte
a
possible ways to encourage those who do not currently report their pay gap to beg
doing so are examined.  
 
4.1 Reporting results of formal gender pay gap reviews 
The 23 per cent of organisations that had conducted a formal review of the
b
from these exercise. The proportion of private and voluntary sector businesses 
reporting this data either internally or externally was extremely low (Table 4.1).  
 
Only six pe
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aps internally and externally  
by size 

nal 
ting 

Table 4.1 Employers reporting gender pay g

 
Sector Base:  Internal 

reporting 
Exter
repor Unwtd Wtd  

GB (All) 900 6,875 % 3.7 1.3 

      

250-499 employees 364 3,445 % 3.6 1.1 

500-999 employees 238 1,794 % 2.6 1.2 

1,000 or more employees 298 1,696 % 4.8 2.0 

Notes: Row percentages.      

Source: Gender Pay Gap Reporting Baseline 2009. 
 

 
able 4.2 shows the incidence of gender pT ay gap reporting by sector. Charity or 

mpared with those 

able 4.2 Employers reporting gender pay gaps internally and externally  

g 

voluntary organisations were more likely to report externally co
seeking a profit (2.6 per cent compared with 1.1 per cent). Proportions were low 
across all sectors, with organisations in ‘other private services’ the most likely to 
report both internally and externally. 
 
T

by sector 
 
Sector Base:  Internal 

reporting 
External 
reportin Unwtd Wtd  

GB (All) 900 6,875 % 3.7 1.3 

      

Manufacturing and construction 290 1,952 % 2.4 1.4 

Distribution, hotels and restaurants 197 1,795 % 1.7 0.9 

Banking, finance and insurance 116 1,885 % 4.3 1.2 

Other private services 297 1,242 % 7.5 1.9 

      

Organisations seeking a profit 768 5,805 % 2.6 1.1 

Charities and voluntary organisations 132 1,070 % 9.5 2.6 

Notes: Row percentages.      

Source: Gender Pay Gap Reporting Baseline 2009. 
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 all employers reporting externally and 4.9 per cent 
ly (Table 4.3).  

able 4.3 Employers reporting gender p p  internall
by country 

Base:
reporting 

External 
reporting 

reporting with 4.5 per cent of
internal
 
T ay ga s y and externally  

 
Sector   Internal 
 Unwtd    Wtd  

GB (All) 900 6,875 % 3.7 1.3 

      

England 763 6,176 % 3.6 1.1 

Scotland  100 509 % 4.9 4.5 

Wales* 37 190 % 0.0 0.0 

Notes: Row percentages used. * Base sizes for findings for Wales are small and results 
should be interpreted with caution. 

Source: Gender Pay Gap Reporting Baseline 2009. 
 
 
As described in Chapter 3, the seniority of the head of HR and whether or not a 

impact on the likelihood of organisations to conduct a formal review of men’s and 
omen’s pay. Largely as a result of this difference in likelihood to have conducted  

, there is a difference in the proportion of organisations which are reporting 
ay gap data internally. The more senio a HR as  lik

r was to report internally with 6 r ce m yers w e head of  
at on the board reporting internally compared with 2.9 per cent if they reported 

er cent if ead  w  not ne oard leve

nce, the also  i ation even amo
ucted a gender pa  re  e seni ad of HR

creased the likelihood of reporting internally.  

 
 

designated individual had responsibility for equal pay in the organisation had an 

w
a review
p r the he d of  w , the more ely the 
employe .5 pe nt of e plo hos  HR
s
directly to the board and 1.3 p the h  of HR as ar b l  
(see Table 4.4). Although the different levels of likelihood to have conducted a review 
account for much of this differe re is  some ndic that ng 
those who have cond y gap view, a mor or he  
in
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Table 4.4 Employers reporting internally and externally by role of  
HR representative 
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Base:  Internal External 
ng reporting reporti Unwtd   Wtd  

GB (All) 900 6,875 % 3.7 1.3 

Sit on board 286 1,893 % 6.5 1.0 

Report to board 497 4,080 % 2.9 1.8 

Neither 109 851 % 1.3 - 

Notes: Row percentages.      

Source: Gender Pay Gap Reporting Baseline 2009. 

 
flecting different levels of lik ood t e c ducte ormal revi f 

 if 
the org  responsible for ensuring equal pay between 

 who do (3.2 per cent) reporting 
xternally and slightly more of those who do (7.4 per cent) reporting internally.  

 
 
 

 

heir 

ime 
 future and those who had no plans 

r conducting a formal review (in fact, just over a quarter of all those collecting 
ender pay gap data as part of their MI – 28 per cent – had no plans for a formal 
view of their gender pay gap). 

he charity and voluntary sector was more likely than average to include data on the 
ender pay gap in its MI (30 per cent), as was the banking, finance and insurance 
ector (26 per cent). The larger the company the more likely it was to do so as well 
ith just 17 per cent of those with 250–499 employees collecting it as part of MI 

compared with 29 per cent of those with 1,000+. Again, the likelihood of inclusion of 

 

Again re elih o hav on d a f ew o
men’s and women’s pay, the likelihood of reporting pay gap figures also increased

anisation had a dedicated person
women and men, with significantly more of those
e
 
4.2 Internal reporting of management information on gender pay gaps 
In addition to their approach to reporting the results of formal gender pay gap 
reviews, organisations were also asked whether they collected data on the gender
pay gap as part of their management information (MI) and, if so, at what level these
data were reported internally. The inclusion of data in the organisation’s MI suggests
that it does consider it should be important, even if the information is not published
more widely or at present nothing is done with the information.  
 
A fifth of all organisations (21 per cent) stated that they did collect data as part of t
management information (Figure 4.1). Just over half of these were organisations 
which had already completed a formal review of men’s and women’s pay, but the 
remainder were made up of those which had their first review in progress at the t
of interview, had their first review planned for the
fo
g
re
 
T
g
s
w
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36 per cent 
educing the gender pay gap likely to hold 

ese data in their MI.  

f those employers who do colle er p d ta as part of their MI, 83 per 
re the information at boar el an er t with s r manage

 below the level of se ana nt uch le mmon: on
who collect these in th 28 r cent) e it with lin

rs and only 13 per cent sh t with lar staff. At an overall level,  
t of all emplo ers sha ed som  informati n about thei

rgely limited to the board and  
senior managers. 

these data as part of company MI was strongly linked to HR culture, with 
of those with a designated person for r
th
 
O ct gend pay ga a
cent sha d lev d 71 p cen enio rs. 
Sharing data nior m geme is m ss co ly  
a third of those data eir MI (  pe shar e 
manage are i all sa ied 
this means that 19 per cen y r e o r 
gender pay gap with staff outside of HR, albeit la

 
Figure 4.1 Employers with gender pay gap data as part of their  

management information  
 

21%

70%

9%

Yes
No
Don't know

Base: All organisations 
(unweighted 900; weighted 6,875)

Base: Organisations that have 
gender pay as part of their MI 
(unweighted 197; weighted 1,451)

13%All staff

6

28%

71%

HR team only

Line managers

Senior managers

%

3%8Board level

 

 
 pay 

 
 
4.3 External reporting of gender pay gap data 
Since the base size is so small for this group (just 14 out of the 900 organisations 
interviewed), it is not possible reliably to quantify the proportions providing each type
of information, but it is clear that most of those choosing to report on their gender
gap include details and some form of explanation rather than just a single figure. 
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e 
 they had a specific pay gap review report, and a couple of 

thers mentioning industry forums and unions. Most included at least some detail 

ime 
on 
at 
 

f reporting gender pay gap data externally 
n balance, no employers who had published data felt that reporting their gender  

organisation. 
ternally had been a positive experience, and 

round two-thirds stated the same for reporting externally. (The remainder were 
neutral.) While reporting is currently entirely voluntary, this is perhaps not surprising, 
as negative experiences may well have caused an organisation to stop publishing  
its data.  
 
The main benefits that employers felt they had received from reporting their gender 
pay gap were developing a sense of transparency and openness (which in turn 
helped to build a strong relationship of trust between staff and management) and the 
possibility of benchmarking their performance against competitors. Others said that it 
has helped bring the issue to the attention of senior management, or has been a call 
to action to reduce the pay gap. Another mentioned that it provided data to back up 
any pay claims.  
 
Only three employers mentioned any drawbacks. One was concerned that they may 
have unsettled employees who had previously assumed that there was no pay gap; 
the other two were concerned about the time it had taken to analyse the data in 
depth, and the difficulties of determining what depth of analysis was appropriate.  
As this employer stated: 
 

The more information we publish, the more they want … it takes time  

Those who were reporting the results of formal gender pay reviews externally most 
commonly reported the figures in their annual reports or on their websites, with on
organisation mentioning
o
with the report, with just a couple saying they reported a single figure of the overall 
average pay gap. Some employers broke down the figures by job role, or by full-t
and part-time status, and some of those who had developed a formal job evaluati
scale reported the different levels determined by the scale. A number also said th
they included a narrative with the figures, explaining why any differences might be
present and what was being done to address the gap.  
 
4.4 Experience o
O
pay gap data either internally or externally had been negative for the 
Over two-thirds said that reporting in
a

to do it. 
 
4.5 Non-reporting of data  
Employers who were not currently reporting were asked how open they were to  
the idea of reporting on their gap between men’s and women’s pay. On the whole, 
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igure 4.2 Openness to reporting on the gender pay gap  

organisations were more positive about reporting internally than externally (Figure 
4.2). Almost half (47 per cent) felt that they would be open to the idea of reporting 
gender pay gap data internally but under a third (30 per cent) stated that they would
be open to the idea of external reporting. In the case of internal reporting, those  
who were not positive about the idea were much more likely to be indifferent than 
negative. However, attitudes towards external reporting were almost equally as likely 
to be negative as indifferent. Charities and the voluntary sector were more open than
their profit-seeking counterparts to both levels of reporting, with 73 per cent open to 
the idea of internal reporting and 50 per cent to external reporting. 
 
F
 

Don’t
know

8%34%27% 30%
External Reporting
Base: Employers who do 
not curren
externally

tly report 
: unweighted

886 weighted 6,785

32%15% 47%
Internal Reporting
Base: Employers who do 
not currently report 
internally: unweighted
866 weighted 6,624

6%

Against Indifferent Open to it

 

here is no significant difference in the likelihood to be open to internal reporting of 
gend sizeband 
(with between 250 and 499 staff) are slightly (although not significantly) more likely to 
e positive about reporting data externally (32 per cent of those who do not currently 

 would be open to doing so compared with 28 per cent 

 
 
T

er pay gap data by size of organisation. However those in the smallest 

b
report externally state that they
of their larger counterparts). 
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er 

able 4.5 Employers open to reporting gender pay gaps by sector 

        % 

Those in the ‘other private services’ sector were more likely than average to be  
open to internal reporting (64 per cent) and also to external reporting (39 per cent).
Those in the manufacturing and construction sector are likely to be the most difficult 
to persuade of the benefits of internal reporting on gender pay gap data (only 39 p
cent stated that they would be open to this and 20 per cent would be opposed to 
doing so). Those in the distribution, hotels and restaurants sector were the least likely 
to be open to external reporting (24 per cent of those not currently reporting data). 
 
 
T
 
     % 
Sector  

Base: 
Internal 

reporting
 

Base: 
External 
reporting 

GB (All not currently reporting) 866 47 886 30 

     

Manufacturing and construction 282 39 285 29 

Distribution, hotels and restaurants 194 47 195 24 

Banking, finance and insurance 110 43 113 31 

Other private services 280 64 293 39 

     

Organisations seeking a profit 747 42 758 26 

Charities and voluntary organisations 119 73 128 50 

Notes: Row percentages used.     

Source: Gender Pay Gap Reporting Baseline 2009. 
 

 
The attitude towards reporting gender pay gap data was also linked to HR culture. 
Those with a designated person with responsibility to reduce the difference between 
men and women’s pay were more open to reporting data, with 53 per cent open to 
internal reporting and 37 per cent to external.  

hose who had published data and were positive about their experience or who had 

, at 71 per cent for internal reporting and 76 per cent 
hat if a formal review were to show the existence of a pay 

 
T
not published data but stated that they would be open to doing so were asked why 
they were broadly positive about reporting their gender pay gap information. The 
most commonly given reason for being open to the idea of reporting, either internally 
or externally, was that the employer was confident they had no pay gap and so had 
nothing to hide (64 per cent for internal reporting and 71 per cent for external). 
Interestingly, this was a reason particularly likely to be given by those who had not 
onducted a formal pay reviewc

for external. It seems likely t
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gest 

ractice to do so was only mentioned by a very small minority (two per cent), as was 
e idea that reporting the gender pay gap could help them start to address reducing 

e

er reasons for being open to external re orting ry sim r with 
any culture tr  and nd t

hree per cent). T  per c also like  idea o
aving a comparative measure with other com

icant d rences b tor in 
ternal reporting of a a. 

discuss pay with 37 per  citing  as a rea that the
ere against internal reporting and 48 per cent xternal. This was, for both levels of 

the employers with 250-499 employees  gave  
rting in 45 cent o es and posing

t of cases. Table 4.6 shows fully how this splits by

gap then at least some of those organisations stating that they would be open to 
publishing data would revise their view.  
 
For internal reporting, other reasons for being open to the idea included that it was in 
the organisation’s culture to be fair (32 per cent); particularly in the case of the lar
employers (with over 1,000 employees) of whom 44 per cent gave this reason and of 
the banking, finance and insurance sector (41 per cent). The idea that it is good 
p
th
it (six per c nt). 
 
The oth
cent stating that it was their comp

p  were ve
ansparent

ila 27 per 
hat it  to be  fair, a

was good practice to do so (t hree ent d the f 
h panies, and two per cent said it would 
help them address the issue. There were no signif iffe y sec
reasons for being open to the idea of ex  gender p y gap dat
 
The main reason given for being opposed to bot
a stated policy not to 

h internal and external reporting was 
 cent  this son y 

w  e
reporting, particularly true of , who it as
a reason for opposing internal repo  per f cas for op  
external reporting in 58 per cen   
size and sector. 
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y 
 size 

 

Table 4.6  Reasons for being against the idea of reporting on the gender pa
gap internally by sector and

 
              % 

 OtherBase: 
Unwtd    Wtd 

Company 
policy 

Worries / 
concerns

Confident 
there is 
no gap 

Would be 
problematic 

for staff 

Difficult to 
compare 

Fail 
to see 
value

Se  ctor         

Ma
co

9 nufacturing and 
nstruction 

56 387 43 20 15 12 4 2 

Dis
an

32 282 18 tribution, hotels 
d restaurants 

24 32 14 9 7 2 

Banking, finance 
an

14 290 46 21 - 8 9 9 16 
d insurance 

Ot
se

19 her private 
rvices 

33 96 26 26 8 8 4 5 

          

Size          

25 2 15 0-499 51 454 45 24 8 3 7 

500-999 8 18  36 296 35 20 6 7 16 

1,0 9 00+ 48 265 25 29 17 10 10 3 

          

To 14 tal 135 1,014 37 24 10 6 11 4 

Notes: Row percentages used.     

Source: Gender Pay Gap Reporting Baseline 2009. 
 

 
Other common reasons for opposing internal reporting were worries or concerns 
about uncovering problems (24 per cent), concerns that it would damage 
relationships with staff through generating ill feeling (10 per cent) and simply a 
conviction that the organisation had no gap to report (11 per cent). This perceived 
lack of relevance was slightly more likely to be cited in relation to reasons for 
opposing external reporting, with 16 per cent stating that the issue was simply 
irrelevant to them. A small number also mentioned being worried about uncovering 
problems in relation to external reporting (12 per cent) and a few mentioned the work 
involved (five per cent) or concerns that reporting the data might put them at a 
competitive disadvantage (six per cent). 
 
Those employers who did not report gender pay gap data externally were given  
a number of scenarios and asked the extent to which they agreed that this would 
encourage them to publish data externally. Figure 4.3 shows the agreement to  
each statement. Note that ‘neither agree nor disagree’ and ‘don’t know’ responses 
are not displayed. 
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Figure 4.3 Agreement scenarios which would encourage external reporting 

12%

14%

14%

12%4%
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f those discussed, the trigger that employers felt would be most likely to lead them 
g 

place 

oyers 

he first to make these data available and 
y 

er 

 
  
O
to report their gender pay gap data was an employee making a complaint or takin
action (63 per cent agree or strongly agree), which was also the most commonly 
mentioned event that would encourage measurement of the pay gap in the first 
(Chapter 3). This reinforces the fact that the majority of employers will not move 
towards publishing gender pay gap data proactively. Again, it does highlight the 
importance of ensuring that employees are aware that they can challenge empl
on equal pay if they believe that there is a case to answer.  
 
Half of employers stated that they would be more likely to report gender pay gap data 
externally if competitors did the same (52 per cent agree or strongly agree). This 
ighlights a fear among employers of being th

a concern that data will be interpreted negatively if it is not possible to compare pa
gap findings against those of other organisations. Larger companies, of 1,000+ 
employees, were most likely to agree this would encourage them (60 per cent eith
agree or strongly agree). 
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t 
ata externally if they were able to provide narrative justifying or explaining their pay 

gap data (52 per cent agree or strongly agree) and also if they were given advice  
on how to report the data clearly (47 per cent agree or strongly agree). Levels of 
agreement with these potential triggers indicate that there is a need for these steps  
to be taken. But the stated attitudes actually to conducting formal gender pay gap 
reviews in the first place explored in the previous chapter suggest that these steps  
on their own are unlikely significantly to increase levels of publication of gender  
pay gap data. 
 
Employers in the manufacturing and construction sector were least likely to agree 
that any of the triggers suggested would lead them to report on their gender pay gap 
data, with 27 per cent disagreeing or being neutral to each of the four. Other private 
services were most likely to agree with at least one trigger, with just 13 per cent of 
them disagreeing or being neutral about all four. The only difference by size was that 
larger companies (with 1,000 or more employees) were least likely to agree any of 
the triggers would motivate them to report, with 23 per cent being neutral or 
disagreeing to all four. 
 
The 20 per cent of employers who felt that none of the suggested triggers would 
motivate them to publish gender pay gap data suggested to them were asked what 

ould encourage them to do so. Most said that they would only do so if it were a 
gal requirement and that there was nothing that could be done to encourage them 

 

 

Similar proportions of organisations agreed that they would be more likely to repor
d

w
le
(55 per cent); a further 35 per cent said that they did not know what would encourage
them (see Table 4.7 for a full breakdown by size and sector).  
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 Table 4.7  Factors that would encourage organisations to report externally on
the gender pay gap by size and sector 

 
   % 
       Base:        

Unwtd      Wtd 
 If it was a legal 

requirement Other Don’t know 
Sector       

Manufacturing and 
construction 

63 411  47 10 42 

Distribution, hotels 
nd restaurants 

36 314  63 5 27 
a

Banking, finance and 
insurance 

15 228  63 11 33 

Other private 
services 

36 130  50 9 39 

       

Size       

250-499 60 516  57 7 37 

500-999 39 285  51 12 37 

1,000+ 51 282  57 11 32 

       

Total 150 1,083  55 9 35 

Notes: Row percentages used.     

Source: Gender Pay Gap Reporting Baseline 2009. 
 

 
Having asked employers about factors that would persuade them to publish data on 

eir gender pay gap voluntarily, they were then asked to consider the support that 
ey would require in the event that reporting externally became a legal requirement. 
hey were asked about the extent to which they agreed that they would then require 
dvice on how to report clearly, additional resources/manpower and software to 
anage complex information. Figure 4.4 shows the agreement for each; again 
either agree nor disagree’ and ‘don’t know’ responses are not displayed.  

nder this scenario, employers were most likely to state that they would need advice 
n how to report clearly (72 per cent agreed or strongly agreed that they would 
quire this support). Around half stated that they would require additional resources 

r manpower (54 per cent agreed or strongly agreed) and a similar proportion that 
ey would need software requirements (46 per cent agreed or strongly agreed). 
indings discussed in Chapter 3 show that the key barriers were motivational (such 

as simply believing that the organisation already offered equal pay). However, once 

th
th
T
a
m
‘n
 
U
o
re
o
th
F
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ould be a loyers are more likely to 
ention a need for resources to conduc the analysis and report on the findings.  

igure 4.4 Support re lo  
 

the influence of these motivational barriers is removed by suggesting that there 
legislative requirement to report data, empw

m  t 
 
F quired by emp yers to publish externally

32%

26%

11%

5%

4%

4%

31%

36%

47%

15%

24%

Base: Employers who have not conducted a formal pay review or reported externally on pay gap: 
unweighted 707 weighted 5,311

17%

Software to manage 
complex information

ice on 
early

esources or 
manpower

Given adv
how to report cl

More r

 

 

 

 
 
Those organisations which disagreed that they would need any of these three types 
of support (19 per cent of all employers not currently publishing externally) largely felt
either that they would not need any support to report their gender pay gap externally 
or that they did not know what support they would require.  
 
.6 Overview 4

The incidence of reporting on gender pay gap data among large non-public sector 
employers is low, both for internal and external reporting. Just 3.7 per cent report 
internally and 1.3 per cent externally. Employers from the banking, finance and 
insurance sector, or those who were charities or voluntary organisations, were slightly
more likely to report but the numbers were still very low.  
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 their 
of the 

 
ome narrative explaining the figures and any differences that arose.  

ll who had reported internally or externally had found it a positive experience, with 
no employers suffering any negative impacts. The main benefits employers found 
were that the transparency and openness helped them to build trust among staff, and 
also that it brought the issue to the attention of management. 
 
Employers who were not currently reporting were on the whole more open to internal 
reporting than they were to external reporting but in both cases it was only a minority 
who were open to the idea.  
 
When a range of potential triggers to reporting externally were suggested to 
employers, they were most likely to agree that an employee making a complaint or 
taking action against them would prompt them to report their pay gap indicating that 
employers see publication of data as a reactive step rather than an approach that 
would be beneficial to them.  
 
If they were required by legislation to report on gender pay gap data externally, the 
majority of employers feel that they would require guidance on how to report clearly 
and around half feel that they would need additional resources/manpower as well as 
specialist software. 

Among those organisations which were reporting externally, most did so through
company websites or annual reports. Only a few reported just one single figure 
overall gender pay gap; most included some breakdown by job role or similar, and
s
 
A
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y 
yees were 

urrently measuring and reporting on their gender pay gap.  

 

rtion already engaged 
ith formal gender pay reviews to 29 per cent. Incidence levels are highest among 

owever, very few of those organisations which conduct formal gender pay gap 
 report 

here appears to be a relationship between the seniority of the head of HR within an 

. In turn, the latter were more likely to have done either than 
organisations whose head of HR did not sit on or report to the board.  
 
Similarly organisations that had a designated individual with ‘reducing the gap 
between men’s and women’s pay’ as part of their job role were more likely to have 
conducted a formal gender pay review and were more likely to report gender pay gap 
data both internally and externally than those who did not have a designated person. 
However, this may well be a result of a greater commitment to measuring and 
reporting equal pay data rather than a cause of it. 
 
The key barrier to encouraging more employers to measure their pay gap is 
attitudinal. The vast majority of those who have no engagement with measuring the 
gender pay gap feel that they already provide equal pay and would not benefit from 
investigating the issue further.  
 

5. Conclusions and implications 
 
One of the key aims of the research was to determine a baseline figure for how man
employers in the private and voluntary sectors with 250 or more emplo
c
 
Almost a quarter of employers (23 per cent) had already completed a formal review
of men’s and women’s pay at the time of interview. Including those who had their first 
review in progress at the time of interview increases the propo
w
larger organisations, those in the banking, finance and insurance sector and among 
charitable and voluntary organisations.  
 
H
reviews are choosing to report the findings. Just 3.7 per cent of all employers
data on their pay gap internally, and 1.3 per cent do so externally. There is little 
difference by size of employer, although those with 1,000 or more employees are 
marginally more likely to report externally (2.0 per cent).  
 
T
organisation and likelihood to measure and report on gender pay gap data. Those 
organisations in which the head of HR was at board level were more likely to have 
completed a review and reported internally on the data than those whose head of HR 
reported to the board
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ajority of employers can only envisage 
at they would decide to measure and report on their gender pay gap if they were 

duct the necessary 
nalysis, most employers stated that they either did not need any support or could 

he most commonly mentioned barrier to reporting was a policy not to discuss pay 
l 

 guidance on how to report 
ay gap data clearly. 

s 
f 

 
ployers to look 

t the gender pay gap data of their competitors may also have value in persuading 
 

Since this attitude is so widespread, the vast m
th
obliged to do so because of action from employees or a legislative requirement.  
 
When asked about the support that they would require to con
a
not think of any support that would be of use to them when measuring their gender 
pay gap.  
 
Despite the fact that none of those who had reported their gender pay gap data 
externally had had negative experiences as a result, only a minority of those not 
currently reporting data stated that they would be open to the idea (30 per cent).  
T
information. Hence a view that discussion of pay is unsavoury or might provoke il
feeling among employees is currently serving as a barrier to equal pay or at least to 
understanding where a gender pay gap exists.  
 
The majority of employers also felt that they would require
p
 
There is some evidence that peer pressure will play a role in encouraging employer
to report gender pay gap data. If competitors were reporting their data, around half o
employers state that they would be encouraged to report too. At the moment, levels 
of external reporting are so low that it seems likely that many organisations will not
be aware of any others that report their pay gap data. Encouraging em
a
some of those who believe that they already offer equal pay that they may have
issues to investigate. 
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uestionnaire Appendix: Q
 
PRIVATE& CONFIDENTIAL 
 

Gender Pay Gap Reporting: 
Baseline survey 2009 

J4760 

 
ASK TELEPHONIST 
 
A1) Good morning/afternoon, my name is         calling from IFF Resea
market research company on behalf

[INSERT NAME FROM 

rch, an independent 
 of the Equality and Human Rights Commission. Please 

an I speak to SAMPLE / IF NO NAME: your Human Resources or 
ersonnel Manager or Director]? 

 
INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF NO HR MANAGER / DIRECTOR – ASK TO SPEAK TO MOST SENIOR 
PERSON WITH RESPONSIBILITY FOR HR. 
 
Yes – speaking 1 

CONTINUE 

c
P

Yes – transfer 2 

Hard appointment 3 
MAKE APPOINTMENT 

Soft appointment 4 

HR based at another site 5 
TAKE DETAILS (TEL NO, CONTACT NAME, 
“REGION”, NEW COMPANY NAME) AND CLOSE 
(DP CREATE NEW QUEUE: qsite) 

Refusal (Taken part in recent survey) 6 

THANK AND CLOSE 
Refusal (Company Policy) 7 

Refusal (Other – specify) 8 

Not available in deadline 9 

Engaged 10 
CALL BACK 

No reply / answering phone 11 

Residential number 12 THANK AND CLOSE 

Dead line 13 CLOSE 

Company closed 14 THANK AND CLOSE 
 
 
WHEN SPEAKING TO HR MANAGER: 
A2) IF A1=2 SHOW REINTRODUCTION TEXT: Good morning/afternoon, my name is         
calling from IFF Research, an independent market research company.  

 
ALL: We are conducting a project on behalf of the Equality and Human Rights Commission (the 
EHRC) to help them to understand how, if at all, businesses such as yours are analysing and 
reporting on the pay gap between men and women.  

 
 INTERVIEWER ADD IF NECESSARY: The EHRC are the statutory body with responsibility for 

promoting equality by providing advice and guidance, raising awareness and working to 
implement an effective, proportionate and flexible legislative framework. 
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 .e. ONLY IF ASKED SPECIFICALLY ABOUT THE BILL: This is 
 this important area of government policy and possible 

gislation – we would like to get your views on the wider issues and we will explain the 
now

 
 an I just check that you are an appropriate person to speak to regarding your company’s HR 

our remuneration and equality & diversity policies?  IF NOT: CODE 2 AND 
SK TO BE TRANSFERRED. 

 
 

 
 
 

 EHRC are not checking up on companies, and you are under no legal obligation to be doing 
is area at present.  The study is to look at current business practice and opinions and 
nt drive towards grea  transp orting on the gender pay gap would 

nesses such as yours. 
nses will be treated in the strictest confidence, and nothing will be attributed to any 

pany - The EHRC ill not be told the name s participating in the 

 Research is Peter Hall or Katie Gore if they would like to find out more 
about the survey (020 7250 3035) or contac

umanrights. m. 
Society Partner an

Society Code of Conduct.  If you would like all the 
rge, on 0500 39 69 99. 

en randomly selected from a list provided by Dunn and Bradstreet 
E 

INTERVIEWER ADD IF NECESSARY i
our opportunity to give feedback ony

le
relevant areas you need to k  about. 

C
strategy, including y
A

The interview should take between 15 and 20 minutes, depending on your answers.  Are you 
available to speak now? 

REASSURE IF NECESSARY: 

anything in th
how the curre ter arency of rep
impact busi

 All your respo
individual or com  w s of organisation
survey. 

 Contact at IFF
t at EHRC is Dr David Perfect, 0161 828 8510 

d work strictly within the Market Research 
to check IFF’s credentials, you can c

or research@equalityh
 IFF is a Market Research 

co

Market Research Society, free of cha
 Establishments have be

Yes – continue 1 CONTINU
Not the most appropriate pers (TAKE 

ANSFER) 
2 RE-ASK A2  

on 
DETAILS AND TR
Hard appointment 

AKE APPOINTMENT 
3 

M
Soft appointment 4 

Refusal (Taken part in recent s y) urve 5 

THANK AND CLOSE 
Refusal (Company Policy) 6 

Refusal (Other – specify) 7 

Not available in deadline 8 

 
 

 

ASK ALL 
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A3) Would you classify your organisation as one MAINLY seeking to make a profit; as a 
charity / voluntary sector organisation; as a local-government financed body, or as a central 
government financed body?  
 
CODE ONE ONLY 

Seeking a profit 1 
CONTINUE 

Charity / voluntary sector 2 
Local government financed body 3 

THANK AND CLOSE 
Central government financed body 4 
None of the above / other (SPECIFY) 
 
 
 

5 CONTINUE 

 
A4) How many employees does your company currently employ in Great Britain?  IF 
NECESSARY: Please include all full and part time staff, but exclude agency workers or self-

ployed contractors. em
 

WRITE IN NUMBER (1-999999)_______________  

 

 
 

 
Don’t know  X 

  
IF DK PROMPT WITH RANGES / IF ANSWER GIVEN CODE RANGES AUTOMATICALLY 

Under 2 1 THANK AND CLOSE 50 
250-499

CHECK QUOTAS 
 2 

CONTINUE. 500-999 3 
4 1000+ 

Don’t know 5 THANK AND CLOSE 
 
THANK 
 
A5) RIPTION FROM AMPL your main 
business acti

 
1 CHECK QUOTAS AND MOVE TO A6 

AND CLOSE IF UNDER 250 

I have [INSERT SIC DESC  S E] as a description of 
vity.  Is this correct? 

Yes 
No 2 

ASK A5a 
Don’t know 3 
 
IF DESCRIP
 

TION INCORRECT (A5=2 OR 3) ASK: 

5A) Please could you describe to me your main business activity? 
 

RITE IN 

A

W
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N

 

onstruction 1 

CHECK QUOTAS AND MOVE TO A6 

A5RA ) INTERVIEWER: CODE TO SECTOR BASED ON DESCRIPTION OF MAIN BUSINESS 
ACTIVITY  

Manufacturing and c
Distribution, hotels and restaurants 2 
Banking, finance and insurance 3 
Other private services 4 

 
 
 

6) And is this the only site that your organisation ha have others? 
  

nly site 1 GO TO SECTION B 

ASK ALL 

A s or do you 
 
O
Have other sites 2 ASK A7 
   
IF HAVE OTHER SITES (A6=2) ASK: 
 
A7) I’d like to know approximately how many sites your organisation has. Can you tell me 

 
-99999 

’T KNOW ABSOLUTE NUMBER OF SITES – PROMPT WITH RANGES 

WRITE IN 
NUMBER 
OF SITES 

None 1 2 to 5 o 49 50+ 

nd 1 2 3 4 5 6 

how many sites you have in….? 

DP ALLOW 0
IF DON

 

 6 to 9 10 t

a. Engla
b. Scotland  1 2 3 4 5 6 

c. Wales  1 2 3 4 5 6 
d.  Northern  1 2 3 4 5 6 

Ireland 
 

 SK IF A6=2 
 

ide of the UK? 

A

A8) Do you have any sites outs
 

Yes 1  
No 2  
Don’t know 3  
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ASK ALL: 
it of an nderstanding of the nature of your workforce – that is, 

nd w t they do. Does your organisation employ any staff in 
OUT IN FULL; C

 

  Yes No 

 
B1) I’m interested to get a b  u
who works in your organisation a ha
the following job roles? READ ODE ALL THAT APPLY 

Managerial or senior official posts 1 2 

Professional or technical roles 1 2 

Administrative or secretarial 1 2 

Skilled Trades (Such as electricians echan s) 1 2 , m ics, chef

Customer Facing (Sales, customer service, personal service) 1 2 

Blue Collar or Manual Labour (Elementary occupations, or process, plant 
or machine operatives) 

1 2 

  
 RED 'NO' (CODE 2) TO ALL PARTS OF B1: 
 UT TO BE TERMINATED BECAUSE YOU HAVE ANSWERED 'NO' TO ALL 

RVIEW?  
 

RE-ASK B1  1 RE-ASK B1 

INTERV WER NOTE – IF ANSWEIE
THE INTERVIEW IS ABO
TYPES OF JOB ROLES. DO YOU WISH TO RE-ASK B1, OR CLOSE THE INTE

CLOSE THE IN 2 THANK CLOSETERVIEW AND  

 
 IF EMPLOY STA
 

F  IN MORE AN ONE CUPATIONAL CATEGORY 

li e to find ou ow your orkforce is distributed across these categories. 
to talk abo this in terms of numbers of staff, or percen f yo

 

Prefer numbers of staff 1  

F  TH OC

B1A) I would 
Would you prefe

orkforce?

k t h w
r ut tages o ur 

w
 

Prefer percentages 2  
 
 PLOY STAFF IN MORE THAN NE OCCUPATIONAL CATEGORY (AT B1) AND PREFER TO 

 PERCENTAGES (B1A=2) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

IF EM  O
GIVE
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 percentage of your workforce that fall into 
ach of these categories?  If you are not sure a “best guess” will do. 

SE ADD ‘RUNNING TOTALS’. SHOW ONLY OCCUPATIONS MENTIONED AT B1 
 RV

 
% [DP ALLOW  
0 OR EACH] 

B2) Please could you tell me the approximate
e

 DP NOTE: PLEA
INTE IEWER NOTE: There is [% REMAINING] remaining to allocate between [NUMBER OF 
OCCUPATIONAL CATEOGORIES REMAINING] categories 
 

-100 F
Managerial or senior official posts 
Professional or technical roles 
Administrative or secretarial 
Skilled Trades (Such as electricians, mechanics, chefs) 
C mer service, personal service) ustomer Facing (Sales, custo
B  process, plant 
or machine operatives) 

lue Collar or Manual Labour (Elementary occupations, or

 
CATI CHECK SUMS TO 100%.  IF NOT GO BACK TO B2(1) TO CHECK ANSW
 

ERS. 

 AND PREFER TO 

 
B2A) Please could you tell me the approximate numbers of staff that fall into each of these 
c  you are not sure a “best guess” ill do. 

 DP NOTE: IF GIVEN A SPECIFIC NUMBER AT A4, 

 
 IF EMPLOY STAFF IN MORE THAN ONE OCCUPATIONAL CATEGORY (AT B1)

GIVE NUMBERS (B1A=1) 

ategories?  If  w
PLEASE ADD ‘RUNNING TOTALS’. SHOW 

O IONED AT B1 
INTERVIEWER NOTE: There is [NUMBER REMAINING] remaining to allocate between [NUMBER 

 
 

 
TOTAL MUST NOT 
EXCEED FIGURE 
AT A4/A4RAN] 

NLY OCCUPATIONS MENT
 

OF OCCUPATIONAL CATEGORIES REMAINING] categories 
 

NUMBERS OF
STAFF [DP –

Managerial or senior offic  postsial  
Professional or technical roles 
Administrative or secretarial 
Skilled Trades (Such as electricians, mechanics, chefs) 
Customer Facing (Sales, customer service, personal service) 
Blue Collar or Manual Labour (Elementary occupations, or process, plant 
or machine operatives) 

 
IF GAVE A SPECIFIC NUMBER AT A4, CATI CHECK SUMS TO SPECIFIC NUMBER AT A4.  IF NOT 
GO BACK TO B2A(1) TO CHECK ANSWERS. 
 
IF GAVE A RANGE AT A4RAN, CATI CHECK SUM FALLS WITHIN RANGE AT A4RAN.  IF NOT, GO 
BACK TO B2A(1) TO CHECK ANSWERS. 
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M
ITISE 2-6 OVER 

 
 ASK L 

 
B4) I’d like now to understand how your employees are split by gender, t

g for you at this organisation. Please could you tell me 
rce OVERALL are women?  If you do not know a “best guess” 

 
 RANGES 
 

1 

B3DU ) DP: SET LARGEST EMPLOYEE GROUP FROM B2 OR B2A.  IF TWO OR MORE ARE 
EQUAL, PICK ONE OF THOSE AT RANDOM TO BE “LARGEST” – PRIOR
MANAGERIAL / SENIOR 

 
SAME RESPONSE LIST AS B2 / B2A 

AL

hat is, the number 
of men and women you have workin
what percentage of your workfo
will do. 

WRITE IN NUMBER [DP ALLOW 0-100%]. IF DK PROMPT WITH 

0% 
1  or less 2 0%
11-25% 3 
26-50% 4 
51-75% 5 
76-90% 6 
91-99% 7 
100% 8 
Don’t know X 

 
EXCLUDE IF CORE GROUP IS ‘Managerial  or senior official posts’ (B3DUM=1) 

, what percentage of these are 
? 

 
 WRITE IN NUMBER [DP ALLOW 0-100%]. IF DK PROMPT WITH RANGES 
 

0% 1 

 
B5) And of all those working as [ANSWER FROM B3DUM]
women

10% or less 2 
11-25% 3 
26-50% 4 
51-75% 5 
76-90% 6 
91-99% 7 
100% 8 
Don’t know X 
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orking in Managerial or other senior official posts, what percentage of 
these are women? 

 
R [DP ALLOW 0-100%]. IF DK PROMPT WITH RANGES 

ASK IF B1_1=1 (IF ORGANISATION HAS MANAGERS OR SENIOR OFFICIALS) 

B6) And of all those w

 WRITE IN NUMBE
 

0% 1 

10% or less 2 
11-25% 3 
26-50% 4 
51-75% 5 
76-90% 6 
91-99% 7 
100% 8 
Don’t know X 

 
 no B7 and B8 
 
 ASK 

pproximately what percent  of your workforce work part time, that is, fewer than 30 
per week on average? 

 
WRITE IN NUMBER [DP ALLOW 0-100%]. IF DK PROMPT WITH RANGES 

0% 1 

There is 

ALL 
B9) A age
hours 

 
 

10% or less 2 
11-25% 3 
26-50% 4 
51-75% 5 
76-90% 6 
91-99% 7 
100% 8 
Don’t know X 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
IF B9>0 
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ale? 

 
 

0% 1 

B10) And approximately what percentage of these part time workers are fem
 

WRITE IN NUMBER [DP ALLOW 0-100%]. IF DK PROMPT WITH RANGES 

10% or less 2 
11-25% 3 
26-50% 4 
51-75% 5 
76-90% 6 
91-99% 7 
100% 8 
Don’t know X 
 
ASK ALL 

B11) Do any of your staff work…: 

READ OUT; CODE ALL THAT APPLY 

ble
ay or per week, but decide themselves when they 1 

 

 
 

 
Flexi  working hours / flexitime (that is, where the employee has a set number 
of hours they must work per d
will work these) 

2 Set shifts (that is, shifts at the same time each day) 
Rotating or alternating shifts (that is, shifts which vary) 3 
Regular daytime hours (that is, 9-5 o -6 or similar) 4 r 8
Unpaid overtime 5 
In a Jobshare 6 
Compressed hours 7 
Annualised hours 8 
Hours otherwise unevenly distributed throughout year for example term time 

9 
working 
Other (SPECIFY) 
 
 

10 

Don’t know X 
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Changing the subject slightl ow, I’d like to understand a bit about how HR is 
ched in your organisation. First, is the Head of HR at your organisation 

verall company board, or do they report directly to the board? 
 YOU MIGHT BE SPEAKING TO THE HEAD OF HR 
 

 1 

C1) y n
organised and approa
on the o
INTERVIEWER NOTE – 

Sit on board
Report directly to board  2 
Neither 3 
Other (SPECIFY) 4 
Don’t know X 

 
 
 LT

ction all based centrally or are any responsibilities 

 
 
 

1 

IF MU ISITE ORGANISATION (A6=2) 
 

C2) Is your organisation’s HR fun
devolved to the individual sites? 

READ OUT; CODE ONE ONLY 

All central 
Most central, some devolved 2 
Some central, most devolved 3 

None central, all devolved 4 

DO NOT READ OUT - Don’t know X 
 
  CENTRAL (C2=2-3) 
 

hich functions are not determined centrally? 
 
  THAT APPLY 
 

ned at site level 1 

IF SOME OR MOST

C2A) W

READ OUT; CODE ALL

Pay determi
Recruitment done at site level 2 
Training organised at site level 3 
Appraisals at site level 4 
Pay reviews at site level 5 
Benefits administered at site level 6 
Other functions done at site level (SPECIFY) 
 

7 

Don’t know X 
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yone have “ensuring equal pay between women and men” as a defined part of 
their role? 

 

ASK ALL: 
 

C3) Does an

Yes 1 
No 2 
Don’t know 3 

 
 

ation provide training voiding sex bias in setting rates of pay? 
 

C4) Does your organis  in a

Yes 1 
No 2 
Don’t know 3 

 
 
 IF PROVIDE TRAINING (C4=1) 
 

ups attend this training? 
READ OUT; CODE ALL THAT APPLY 

Yes No DK 

C5) Which of the following gro
 
 
 

 
Senior managers 1 2 3 

Staff involved in setting rates of pay 1 2 3 

Staff involved in recruitment 1 2 3 

Line managers 1 2 3 
Other staff members  (SPECIFY) 1 2 3 

 
  

 sessions 1 

C6) And does this training take the form of…? 
 
 READ OUT, CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
 

One off or occasional training
A regular training programme 2 
Or some other form?  SPECIFY 
 
 

3 

DO NOT READ OUT - Don’t know X 
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DERSTANDING REMUNERATION STRUCTURES 

 
 

D1) In terms of the total salary (excluding any other benefits such as bonuses, share 
ns, health insurance etc) you offer your staff, how do you think you compare to other 
nisations in your industry? 

 
 CODE ONE ONLY 

SECTION D: UN
 

I’d like to think now about the pay and benefits package you offer your staff. 

optio
orga

 READ OUT;
 

Significantly above average 1 

2 A bit above average 

Around average 3 

A bit below average 4 

Significantly below average 5 

DO NOT READ OUT: Don’t know X 

 
 

D2) Do you offer any other benefits on top of salary?  IF YES: What benefits do you offer? 

READ OUT; CODE ALL THAT APPLY 

Bonuses based on the overall performance of an 1 

 
 
 

the comp y 

Bonuses based on individual performance 2 

Bonuses based on team performance 3 

Health insurance 4  

Life insurance/assurance 5 

Pension 6 

7 Subsidised crèche 

8 Subsidised canteen 

Free subsidised further education, e.g. evening classes 9 

Child care vouchers 10 

Company cars 11 

Interest free season ticket loans 12 

Share options 13 

DO NOT READ OUT – None 14 

DO NOT READ OUT – Don’t know X 
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 company for a certain number of years 1 

ASK FOR EACH OF D2_1, D2_2 & D2_3 MENTIONED AT D2 
 

D3) And what staff members qualify for [BENEFIT FROM D2]? 
 

READ OUT. MULTICODE ON CODES 1-3 and 5. 

All staff who have been with the

e / level 2 All staff above a certain grad

All full time staff (not part time staff) 3 

4All staff  

Other (SPECIFY) 5 

DO NOT READ OUT – Don’t know  X 

 
 IF
 

D ave to be with the organisation to qualify for [BENEFIT]? 

WRITE IN NUMBER (DP ALLOW 0-99) 
 

D
 
 W
 D
 
 IF 
 

D at grade / level do staff need to reach to become eligible for [BENEFIT]? 
 

1 

 D3=1 

3A) How many years do staff h
 
 

Don’t know X 
 
 IF D3A=0 
 

3B) How many months? 

RITE IN NUMBER (DP ALLOW 0-11) 
on’t know X 

D3=2 

3C) Wh

Supervisory 

Management 2 

Senior Management/Director 3 

Board level 4 

Other (SPECIFY) 5 

DO NOT READ OUT – Don’t know  X 
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 performance, or do you 
tend to have uniform reviews where everyone in a job gets the same review / increase? 

CODE ONE ONLY. IF PERFORMANCE RELATED, PROBE: ARE SALARIES REVIEWED WITHIN 
S

 
1 

D4) When you review salaries, do you tend to review according to

 
 

ET PAY BANDS OR NOT  

Performance related 

Uniform across job roles 2 

Combination of uniform across role and performance related 3 

Varies - depends on the 4job role  

DO NOT READ OUT - Don’t know X 

 
IF PERFORMANCE RELATED (D4=1) 

 

1 

 
D4A) Are there set pay bands for each job role into which an employee’s salary must fall? 

 

Yes 

2 No 

3 It varies by job role 

DO NOT READ OUT: Don’t know X 

 
 IF IT VARIES (D4=4) EXCLUDE IF CORE GROUP IS ‘Managerial or senior official posts’ 

lary reviews for [LARGEST EMPLOYEE GROUP FROM B3DUM] performance 
related or uniform across job roles? 

 
CODE ONE ONLY  

 

elated 1 

(B3DUM=1) 
 

D4B) Are sa

 

Performance r

Uniform across job roles 2 

Combination of uniform across role and performance related 3 

DO NOT READ OUT - Don’t know X 

 
ASK IF V  SENIOR OFFICIALS (D4=4 & B1_1=1)  

 
ARIES AND HAVE MANAGERS OR  
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ry reviews for Managerial and Senior posts performance related or uniform 
across job roles? 

 
 

D4C) Are sala

CODE ONE ONLY  
 

Performance related 1 

Uniform across job roles 2 

Combination of uniform across role and performance related 3 

DO NOT READ OUT - Don’t know X 

 
 ASK ALL 
 

D ke adjustments to salary following a revi ? (i.e. for the 
new salary to arrive in the employee’s pocket). 

 
 

Within 1 month / immediately 1 

4D) How long does it take to ma ew

 
READ OUT; CODE ONE ONLY 

1-3 months 2 

4-6 months 3 

7-12 months 4 

Over 12 months 5 

DO NOT READ OUT - It varies by job role 6 

DO NOT READ OUT - Don’t know X 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

ASK ALL 
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s 
alary levels. Would you say that ...? 

ONLY 
 

e aware of how much their colleagues in the same role are 
1 

D5) Which ONE of the following statements best describes how open your organisation i
when it comes to s

 
 READ OUT; CODE ONE 

Staff are formally mad
paid 

Staff know the pay band into which their role falls 2 

Staff are free to talk about it if they wish but there is no information from th
company on the matter 

3 
e 

Staff are
compan

 discouraged from talking about it but there is no information from the 
y on the matter 

4 

Staff have it in their contract that they cannot discuss pay with colleagues 5 

It differs between roles 6 

DO NOT READ OUT - Don’t know X 

 
 IF  (D5=6) EXCLUDE IF CORE GROUP IS ‘Managerial or senior 

o (B3DUM=1) 
 

D pen is your organisation when it comes to salary levels within [ANSWER FROM 
B

 
 R ONE ONLY 

 
w much th colleagues in the same role are 

paid 
1 

 IT DIFFERS BETWEEN ROLES
fficial posts’ 

5A) How o
3DUM]?   

EAD OUT; CODE 

Staff are formally made aware of ho eir 

2 Staff know the pay band into which their role falls 

Staff are free to talk about it if they wish but there is no information from the 
company on the matter 

3 

Staff are discouraged from talking about it but there is no information from the 
company on the matter 

4 

Staff have it in their contract that they cannot discuss pay with colleagues 5 

DO NOT READ OUT - Don’t know X 

  
IF IT DIFFERS BETWEEN ROLES AND HAVE MANAGERS OR SENIOR OFFICIALS (D5=6 & 
B1_1=1) 
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f how much their colleagues in the same role are 
paid 

1 

D5B) And how open is your organisation when it comes to salary levels within Managerial 
and Senior roles? READ OUT; CODE ONE ONLY 

 
Staff are formally made aware o

Staff know the pay band into which their role falls 2 

Staff are free to talk about it if they wish but there is no information from th
company on the matter 

e 
3 

Staff are discouraged from talking about it but there is no information from th
company on the matter 

e 
4 

Staff have it in their contract that they cannot discuss pay with colleagues 5 

DO NOT READ OUT - Don’t know X 
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ASK ALL 

 
E I’d now like to ask a few questions about how your organisation records information 
about 

 
 D
 

 

1A) 
your employees’ pay.  

o you keep your HR and payroll information on a computerised system? 

Yes 1 

No, it’s entirely manual 2 

DO NOT READ OUT - Don’t know X 

 
1B) Are your HR and payroll records on separate systems, or are they combined into one?  

 

Separate  1 

E

2 Combined 

DO NOT READ OUT - Don’t know X 

 
 ASK IF RECORDS SEPARATE (E1B=1) 
 

E1C) How easy is it, or would it be, for you to combine these HR and payroll records to look 
at data across the two? 

 
 READ OUT  
 

Very easy 1 

2 Fairly easy 

Fairly difficult 3 

4 Very difficult 

DO NOT READ OUT - Don’t know X 
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hich of the following pieces of information are recorded on each employee’s 
individual personnel/HR record?  READ OUT; CODE ALL THAT APPLY. DP ROTATE 

M
 

Gender 1 

ASK ALL 
 

E2) W

STATE ENTS 

2 Age / Date of birth 

Ethnicity 3 

Whether or not they hav 4e a disability  

Current Salary 5 

Previous salary / details of pay rises 6 

DO NOT READ OUT - Don’t know X 

DO NOT READ OUT – None of these / Do not ho ndividual records for employees 7 ld i

 
 IF  
 

yees’ rates of pay kept…READ OUT 

CODE ONE ONLY
 

 1 

 KEEP CURRENT SALARY (E2=5)

E2A) And is data on individual emplo
 

 

On the HR record ONLY

 

2 On payroll ONLY 

On both HR record and payroll  3 

Or somewhere else? SPECIFY 
 
 

4 

DO NOT READ OUT - Don’t know X 

 
 IF

E3) Do you ever analyse any of your pay data to explore the gap between men’s and 
women’s average pay? PROBE FULLY 
 

Yes 1 

 HAVE RECORDS (E2=1-6) 
 

 

2 No, but have definite plans to in future  

No, have no definite plans at present 3 

DO NOT READ OUT - Don’t know X 
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TA (E3=1) 

 
 
 ONLY 

nth or two 1 

 IF ANALYSE DA
 

E3A) How frequently do you run this analysis? 

READ OUT CODE ONE 
 

Every mo

Quarterly 2 

Twice per year 3 

Annually 4 

Less often 5 

DO NOT READ OUT Other – SPECIFY 
 
 
 

6 

DO NOT READ OUT - Don’t know X 

 
E3B) Which individual department is responsible for ensuring these reports are run? 

 
T

HR 1 

 DO NO  READ OUT; CODE ONE ONLY 
 

Finance 2 

Equality / Diversity team 3 

Individual Departmental heads 4 

DO NOT READ OUT Other – SPECIFY 
 
 
 

5 

DO NOT READ OUT - Don’t know X 

 
 ASK ALL 
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pleted a job role evaluation in your organisation to determine which 
job roles are equivalent to each other? MULTICODE ON CODES 1-3. 

 

Yes – review of job titles 1 

E4) Have you ever com

Yes – analytical job evaluation (INTERVIEWER: INCLUDES HAY EVALUATION) 2 

Yes – by another met
 

hod (SPECIFY) 
3 

No but inte 4nd to in future   

No 5 

DO NOT READ OUT - Don’t know X 

 
A
 
E5) Does your organisation collect data on the gender pay gap as part of its Management 
Information?  

 

Yes 1 

SK ALL 

No 2 
Don’t know X 

 
IF E5=1 
 
E6)  ort of information shared wi taff through corporate communications at 
a following levels?  READ OUT, CODE  THAT APPLY 

  

And is this s
ny of the 

th s
ALL

At board level 1 

To senior managers 2 

To line managers 3 

T 4o all salaried staff  

To contractors and agency workers / temps 5 

Not communicated outside HR team 6 

DO NOT READ OUT: Other (WRITE IN) 7 

DO NOT READ OUT: Don’t know X 
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F1) Is your organisation currently in the process of conducting a formal review to examine 
t  women’s pay? 
 
Y

he gap between men’s and

es 1 
No 2 
Don’t know 3 
 
F Has your organisation ever conducted a formal review in the past2)  to exam e the gap 
bet en men’s and women’s pay? 
 

TERVIEWER NOTE: If organisation is in process of conducting its first EPR – then record as ‘no’. 

es 1 

in
we

IN
 
Y
No 2 
Don’t know 3 
  
IF NOT IN PROCESS OF CONDUCTING AN EPR (F2=2 OR 3) 

s your organisation currently have y plans to conduct a review in the future to 
examine the gap between men’s and women’s pay? 

es 1 

 
F3) Doe  an

 
Y
No 2 
Don’t know 3 
 
IF NDUCTED AN EPR, NOT CURR TLY CONDUCTING ONE AND HAVE NO 
PLANS 2-3 AND F2=2-3 AND F2=2 ) BUT NOT IF F1 AND F2 AND F3=3. 
 
F  following are reasons why ur organisation has no plans to examine the 
g d women’s pay?  Is it bec se…..? READ OUT AND CODE ALL 
M
 
Y ay 1 

 HAVE NOT CO EN
TO DO SO (F1= -3

4) Which of the  yo
ap between men’s an
ENTIONED 

au

ou consider you already provide equal p
Y ystem 2 ou have an analytical job evaluation s
Y 3 ou do not have time to do so 
Y  to implemen new pay or grading system 4 ou are implementing or planning t a 
You do not have the financial or other resources to do so 5 
You have concerns about what you would find 6 
Other (Specify) 7 
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1 Yes 
No 2 
Don’t know 3 
  
F6) Has your organisation ever had equal pay claims filed against it? 
 
Yes – in the past 1 
Yes – currently 2 
No 3 
Don’t know  4 
  
IF HAVE NOT CONDUCTED AN EPR, NOT CURRENTLY CONDUCTING ONE AND HAVE NO 

LANS TO DO SO (F1=2-3 AND F2=2-3 AND F2=2-3) 

7) What would prompt your organisation to examine the gap between men’s and women’s 

 
 PROBE: Anything else? PROBE FULLY. DO NOT PROMPT. CODE ALL THAT APPLY.  

 
 ALL WHO MENTION MORE THAN ONE REASON AT F7  

8) And which of these would you describe as being the one thing which would have the 
 

 
 

F7 F8 
ith legislation 1 1 

P
 
F
pay? 
 

 
ASK
 
F
most impact in prompting you to examine the difference between men’s and women’s pay?
READ  

OUT ALL MENTIONED AT F7 AND CODE ONE ONLY 
READ OUT ALL MENTIONED AT F7 
 
You would have to do so in order to comply w
You want to be a good practice employer 2 2 
As a result of leadership from employer bodies 3 3 
You see it as good business sense 4 4 
You were responding to a request from trade unions 5 5 
As a result of Government policy or publicity 6 6 
As a result of equal pay cases being raised in your organisation or sector 7 7 
As a result of EHRC policy or publicity 8 8 
As a result of  one or more employees making a complaint or taking action 9 9 
For other reasons (SPECIFY) 

10 10 
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able – we already have equal pay 11 11 Not applic
Don’t know X X 
IF HAVE NOT LOOKED INTO THE GENDER PAY GAP (F1=2-3 AND F2=2-3 AND F2=2-3) 
 
F9) What support would you need to encourage you to measure the gap between men’s 

omen’s pay? 
 
  D OUT; CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
 

eb

and w

DO NOT REA

A w site with advice on how to measure the gap 1 

Help-line advice 2 

Hard copy written materials to aid you 3 

Consultancy advice 4 

Having extra internal resources 5 

Would not need any support 6 

Other (SPECIFY) 
 
 
 

7 

DO NOT READ OUT - Don’t know X 

 
  WOU D LIKE SUPPORT (F9≠6) 
 

10) Where would you or do you go for support to help you measure the difference between 
’s a

 
 UT; CODE ALL THAT APPLY 

1 

IF L

F
men nd women’s pay?  
 
READ O

 

ACAS (Advisory, Conciliation and Arbitration Service) 

BIS (Dept for Business, Innovation and Skills) / BERR / DTI 2 

CIPD (Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development) 3 

EHRC (Equality and Human Rights Commission) 4 

GEO (Government Equalities Office) 5 

Trade association / industry body 6 

Business association  7 

No support required 8 

Other (SPECIFY) 
 
 
 

9 

DO NOT READ OUT - Don’t know X 
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ween 
en’s and women’s pay. 

ness priority is it in your organisation to reduce the gap between men’s 
and women’s pay? 

READ OUT 
 

y 1 

SECTION G – DATA REPORTING AND FUTURE PLANS 
 
G1) I’d now like to explore issues surrounding the objective of reducing inequality bet
m
 
How much of a busi

 

Very high priorit

Fairly high priority 2 

Fairly low priority 3 

4 Very low priority 

Not a priority at all 5 

DO NOT READ OUT - Don’t know X 

 
 ASK ALL 
 

G e a planned approach for reducing the gap between men’s 
and w

1 

1A) Does your organisation hav
omen’s pay?  

 
Yes 
No, no  a planned approach but are informally 
looking into it 

2 t

No, not at all 2 
DO NOT READ OUT - Don’t know X 

 
 IF YES (G1A=1) 
 

G  b een men and women will be 
closed…

 
 R
 

At the ov 1 

1B) Does this planned approach detail how the pay gap etw
? 

EAD OUT; CODE ALL THAT APPLY 

erall level 

[I 2 F A6=2] At site level 
A 3 t departmental levels 
B 4 y job role 
O 5 ther (SPECIFY) 
DO NOT READ OUT - Don’t know X 
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sation? (for example, on the company intranet or staff handbook) 
  

IF HAVE DONE REVIEW (F1=1) 

G2) Do you report or publish the difference between men’s and women’s pay INTERNALLY, 
that is, within your organi

Yes 1 

No 2 

Don’t know X 

 
 
 IF LLY (G2=1) 
 

G  INTERNALLY on the difference between men’s and women’s pay been a 
p ve thing for your organisation? Would you say it’s been...? READ OUT 

 

 REPORT INTERNA

2A) Has reporting
ositive or a negati

Very positive 1 

2 Quite positive 

3 Indifferent 

4 Quite negative 

Very negative 5 

DO NOT READ OUT - Don’t know  X 

 
 
 ONE REVIEW OR DO NOT PUBL NALLY ((F1=2-3) OR (F1=1 AND G2=2-

 
G3) And how open are you to the idea of reporting on the gap between men’s and women’s 

 is within your organisation? 

 O
 

1 

IF HAVE NOT D ISH INTER
3)) 

pay INTERNALLY that
 

READ UT 

Would be open to it 

Would be indifferent to it 2 

Would be against it 3 

DO NOT READ OUT – It would depend on the figures 4 

DO NOT READ OUT - Don’t know X 
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3) 

 D T READ OUT. PROBE FULLY. CODE AS M Y AS APPLY. 
 

pany policy is not to discuss pay 1 

 IF AGAINST IT (G2A=4-5 OR G3=
 

G4) Why are you against the idea of reporting on the gap between men’s and women’s pay 
internally? 

 
O NO AN

Com

Worries / concerns about uncovering problems 2 

Other (specify) 
3 

 

DO NOT READ OUT - Don’t know X 

 

G  you positive about reporting on the gap between men’s and women’s pay 
in

 DO N UT. PROBE FULLY. CODE AS M  AS APPLY. 
 

e no pay gap, so nothing to hide 1 

 
 

IF FOR IT (G2A=1-2 OR G3=1) 

5) Why are
ternally? 

OT READ O ANY

Confident we hav  

Company culture is to be transparent / fair 2 

Other (specify) 
 

3 

DO NOT READ OUT - Don’t know X 

 
IF H AVE DONE REVIEW (F1=1) 

pany website or annual report) 
 

1 

 
G6) Do you report or publish the difference between men’s and women’s pay EXTERNALLY, 
that is, outside of your organisation? (for example, on the com

 

Yes 

2No  

Don’t know X 
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 negative thing for your organisation? Would you say it’s been...? READ OUT 

G6A) Has reporting EXTERNALLY on the difference between men’s and women’s pay been a 
positive or a

 

Very positive 1 

2Quite positive  

Indifferent 3 

Quite negative 4  

Very negative 5 

DO NOT READ OUT - Don’t know  X 

 
 IF HAVE NOT DONE REVIEW OR DON’T PUBLISH EXTERNALLY ((F1=2-3) OR (F1=1 AND G6=2-

3)) 
 

 how open are you to the idea of reporting on the gap between men’s and women’s 

READ OUT 
 

1 

G7) And
pay EXTERNALLY that is outside of your organisation? 

 

Would be open to it 

Would be indiff 2erent to it  

Would be against it 3 

DO NOT READ OUT – It would depend on the figures 4 

DO NOT READ OUT - Don’t know X 

 
 

 
IF AGAINST IT (G6A=4-5 OR G7=3) 

Why are you against the idea of reporting on the gap between men’s and women’s pay
 

 
? 

 D T READ OUT. PROBE FULLY. CODE AS M Y AS APPLY. 
 

licy is not to discuss pay 1 

G8) 
externally

O NO AN

Company po

Worries / concerns about uncovering problems 2 

Other (specify) 
 
 
 

3 

DO NOT READ OUT - Don’t know X 
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G9) Why are you positive about reporting on the gap between men’s and women’s pay 
externally? 
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 D UT. PROBE FULLY 
 

ay gap, so nothing to hide 1 

O NOT READ O

Confident we have no p  

Company culture is to be transparent / fair 2 

Used to / comfortable with reporting to Government 3  

Other (specify) 4 

DO NOT READ OUT - Don’t know X 

 
IF G6=1 AND G6A=(1-3) 
 
G10) Have you seen any negative effects from reporting your gap between men’s and 
women’s pay externally? 

 

Yes (SPECIFY) 
1 

 

 
 

No 2 

DO NOT READ OUT - Don’t know X 

 
IF

 How do you report externally on the gap between men’s and women’s pay within your 

 

 REPORT ON EQUAL PAY (G6=1) 
 
G11_1)
organisation? 

  
DO NOT READ OUT. PROBE FULLY. CODE AS MANY AS APPLY. 

 

On our website 1 

In our annual report 2 

Other (specify) 
 
 
 

3 

DO NOT READ OUT - Don’t know X 
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wing? 

  O
 

One single figure of the average difference overall 1 

G11_2) And do you report any of the follo
 

READ UT; CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
 

2 Pay gap figures broken down by part time and full time workers 

Pay gap figures broken down by job role or pay grade 3  

Pay gap figures by formal job evaluation 4 scale  

Full equal pay audit 5 

A narrative explaining why any difference may be present 6 

A narrative explaining actions being taken to address any differences 7 

Other (SPECIFY) 8 

DO NOT READ OUT – Don’t know X 

 
 
G11A) What benefits do you find from reporting at this level? 

 
 PROBE FULL
 

WRITE IN 

Y 

 on’t know X 
 

11B) And what drawbacks have you found? 
 
 

D

G

PROBE FULLY 
 

WRITE IN 

 D
 

ASK IF DO NOT T EXTERNALLY ((F1=2-3 AND F2=2-3 AND F2=2-3) OR G6=2-3) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

on’t know X 

 REPOR
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that the following would encourage you to 
report EXTERNALLY on the gap between men’s and women’s pay within your organisation? 

OUT EACH STATEMENT. READ OUT SCALE AND REPEAT AS NECESSARY 
 

 

G12) To what extent do you agree or disagree 

 
  READ 

 
Strongly
agree Agree 

Neither 
agree nor 
disagreed Disagree 

Strongly 
disagreed

DO NOT 
READ 
OUT: 
Don’t 
know 

Advice on how to report clearly 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Competitors doing the same 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Being able to report with an explanation 
1 

of the figures 
2 3 4 5 6 

If an employee took action or 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

complained 
 
 SK IF DISAGREE OR NONCOMMITTAL TO EVERY STATEMENT ((G12(1)=3-6) AND (G12(2)=3-6) 

nything, WOULD encourage you to report EXTERNALLY on the gap between 
men’s and women’s pay within your organisation? 

  
 

PROBE FULLY. RECORD VERBATIM: 

 

A
AND (G12(3)=3-6) AND (G12(4)=3-6))  

 
G12A) What, if a

 

OR SINGLE CODE: 
Nothing – we would only report externally if 
required to by law 

1 
 

Don’t know 2 
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ed 
the following support to make that happen? 

READ OUT EACH STATEMENT. READ OUT SCALE AND REPEAT AS NECESSARY 
 

 
ngly

agree 

G13) And if you WERE required to report EXTERNALLY on the gap between men’s and 
women’s pay within your organisation, to what extent do you agree or disagree that you’d ne

 
 

Stro  
Agree

Neither 
 

d Disagree

D  
R
O

k w  

agree
nor 
disagree

 d 

Strongly 
disagree D

O NOT
EAD 
UT: 
on’t 
no

Advice on how to report clearly 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Resources / manpower 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Software to manage complex information 1 2 3 4 5 6 

 
 A EE’ OR NONCOMMITTAL TO EVERY STATEMENT ((G13(1)=3-6) AND (G13(2)=3-6) 

AND (G13(3)=3-6))  

u need to make this happen? 

 
OR SINGLE CODE: 

SK IF DISAGR

 
G13A) What, if any, support would yo

  
PROBE FULLY. RECORD VERBATIM: 
 

No support needed 1 
 

Don’t know 2 
 
 
 

ow like to ask a couple of questio  to understand a little more about your 
comp ituation. Which of the following challenges do you see your organisation facing in 
the next 12 months? 

READ OUT. CODE ALL THAT APPLY. DP ROTATE LIST 
 
IF >1 ANSWER GIVEN AT C11, ASK C12 / OTHERWISE CODE AUTOMATICALLY 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ASK ALL 

G14) I’d n
any’s s

ns
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s? 
 
 

DP SHOW ONLY RESPONSES GIVEN AT C11 

 C11 C12 

G15)  And what do you see as the MAIN challenge to your business in the next 12 month

READ OUT, CODE ONE ONLY 
 
 

Lack of orders / customers spending less 1 1 

Increased regulation 2 2 
Finding skilled staff  3 3

4 4 Trouble getting bank loans 
creasing customer bad debts  5 5 In

Reduced funding  6 6 
R adcount edundancies/reduced he 7 7 
Other (Specify) 8 8 
No challenges 9 9 
Don’t know X X 

 
IF G14=2 OR G15=2 ONLY  ASK: 

 
G16) What are the main challenges to your business brought about by increased regulation? 

 
 PROBE FULLY 
 

WRITE IN 

 Don’t know X 
 
ASK ALL 
Thank you, that concludes the questions I have for you.   

 
G17) Occasionally, it is necessary to call people back to clarify information or answers to 

      
  survey.  Your 

 

Yes 1 

questions.  May we call you back if required? 
     

REASSURE IF NECESSARY: We would only re-contact you with regards to this
etails will not be used for any other purpose. d

No 2 
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E
research in this area.  Would you be prepared to answer further questions about future practice 

ap? 

 
 
  

 
 
       
 

tact details to e Institute for Employment Studies (IES) for 
SSURE IF NECESSARY: Your deta  would NOT be sent to EHRC or be 

ay.  Your d ils w uld ONLY be used by IES for the 
 specific follow up project, an ot fo ny other reason.  You would still be 

to take part in the research if called.   
 

Yes 1 

G17A) HRC are working with the Institute for Employment Studies (IES) to conduct further 

in measuring the gender pay g
 

IF G17A=1 

G17B)  May we pass on your con  th
this purpose?  REA ils
linked to the survey results in any w eta o
purposes of this d n r a
able to decline 

No 2 

 
 
     IF G17B=1 

G18A)     Can I just confirm your details? 
 

       NAME: 
 

NE: 

ANY NAME: 

 

Yes 1 

No 2 

  
 

       TELEPHO
 
       COMP
 

 



Contacts

England
Equality and Human Rights Commission Helpline
FREEPOST RRLL-GHUX-CTRX
Arndale House, Arndale Centre, Manchester M4 3AQ

Main number   0845 604 6610
Textphone   0845 604 6620 
Fax   0845 604 6630

Scotland
Equality and Human Rights Commission Helpline
FREEPOST RSAB-YJEJ-EXUJ
The Optima Building, 58 Robertson Street, Glasgow G2 8DU

Main number   0845 604 5510
Textphone   0845 604 5520
Fax   0845 604 5530

Wales
Equality and Human Rights Commission Helpline
FREEPOST RRLR-UEYB-UYZL
3rd Floor, 3 Callaghan Square, Cardiff CF10 5BT

Main number   0845 604 8810
Textphone   0845 604 8820
Fax   0845 604 8830

Helpline opening times:

Monday to Friday: 8am - 6pm

Calls from BT landlines are charged at local rates, but calls from mobiles and other 
providers may vary.

Calls may be monitored for training and quality purposes.

Interpreting service available through Language Line, when you call our helplines.

If you require this publication in an alternative format and/or language please contact 
the relevant helpline to discuss your needs. All publications are also available to 
download and order in a variety of formats from our website 

www.equalityhumanrights.com



www.equalityhumanrights.com

© Equality and Human Rights Commission
Published March 2010

This report, which is based on a telephone survey of 900 employers with 250 or more 
staff, explores what employers in the private and voluntary sectors are currently doing  
to measure and report on gender pay gaps and their reasons for doing so. It shows that 
two-fifths of organisations had conducted or were conducting some analysis of pay gaps, 
while the vast majority of employers who have no engagement with formal measuring  
and reporting processes feel that they already provide equal pay and would not benefit 
from investigating the issue further.
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